
VIEJO CAMINO  
 
Under the name Viejo Camino de la Montaña is scooped a vast number of secondary Roman and 
medieval roads that run at the foothills of Cordillera Cantábrica, from Pamplona to Villafranca del 
Bierzo. The text of Historia Silense from around 1100 recounts that los reyes desviaron el camino de 
los peregrinos más hacia el sur, por miedo a los musulmanes, ya que antes iban por Alva y las 
Asturias ('the kings deviated the route of the pilgrims more to the south, for fear of the Muslims, which 
have recently been in Alva and Asturia'). It's about 500km in total. 
 It is crossed by a number of traverse routes that connect(ed) the Northern coast, where landed 
many travellers who came by sea from the North of Europe, with the middle of Spain. All of those 
were, of course, also used by pilgrims on their way to Santiago. In order from E to W: Camino del 
Baztán (Bayonne – Pamplona), Camino del Interior / Ruta del Tunél (Irún – Santo Domingo de la 
Calzada or Burgos), Camino del Valle de Mena / Camino de las Merindades (Bilbao – Burgos), 
Camino del Besaya (Torrelavega – Carrión de los Condes), Ruta Vadiniense (San Vicente de la 
Barquera – Mansilla de las Mulas), Camino del Salvador (Oviedo – León). 
 A note on casas rurales: more than half of casas rurales that you will see advertised only rent 
the whole house for a weekend or a week. As far as I could find out, I included mostly those that rent 
also rooms only (usually double) but be sure to phone ahead and confirm that they have spare! Those 
listed that are full-house only, are in those areas where other accommodation is scarce and are not in 
bold, only in italic. I think that casa rural in basque/euskara is etxea.  
 If there are two, the first name is always in castellano, and the second in euskara. 
 

0km PAMPLONA - IRUÑA (459m)     @  
 
  The first part to Irurzun is along white-red waymarked GR 21 Camino/Ruta 
Ignaciana which evokes the trip that Ignacio de Loiola made from Pamplona, where 
he was injured by French soldiers, to Loyola, his native village, in 1521. It probably 
follows the main routes at the time. As I coudn't find any description, the route is 
entirely my guess. 

With you back to albergue s Cernín, turn L and immediately duck into the 
middle of the three streets, Calle Mayor. When the houses end in an open plaza (F), 
turn R to Calle Recoleta then continue straight across another plaza. At the end of 
the wall (L) turn L and descend through park and stairs to Bajada Estación. Turn R 
through a small gate in the impressive Portal Nuevo then turn R after it to descend 
to the riverbank. Turn sharp L here to a gravel track along río Arga. 
 When you reach a bridge, cross Ponte de la Plazaola then turn L along the 
riverbank again. Pass under a bridge with a half-circle on top then past the fine 
Puente s Engracia. At the end of the street turn L then R across the main street. 
Turn R when across then L to Calle Provincias. Cross a crossroad to reach the 
railway and turn R to follow it.  

When you reach a roundabout, turn L to a dirt track runs across a bit of a wild 
meadow then under a red bridge you see ahead; it's called Camino Ezkaba. Stick  
parallel to the railway, under the motorway then a little R to reach NA4106. (L here 
across the railway is BERRIOZAR (430m;;  H Carioca (ave Guipúzcoa 39, 948/307 
505)).) 
 Cross NA4106 for a gravel road, pass an industrial poligon (L) and turn L in a 
T intersection. Immediately afterwards veer R to a dirt road between some trees. 
Turn L before some buildings (R) then across fields on a narrow tarmac road to reach 
6km AIZOÁIN (450m) at its s Aguéda. 
 Turn R before iglesia then immediately L to Calle Pamplona. At the end turn L 
then R and follow a gravel section to a poor tarmac road. Turn L to the main NA4100 
and turn R on it. You have to follow this road, which is unfortunately quite busy, into 
1.2km BERRIOSUSO - BERRIOGITI (465m; very important in Middle Ages). When you 



reach a roundabout turn L to an ascending Calle Iturbaro, and reach the ruined 
Palacio de Berriosuso with a tower.   
 Turn L before it then R after an industrial-looking building. You are soon on a 
narrow tarmac track running across fields (former railway). Cross río Juslapeña, 
pass a fork (R is BALLARIÁIN where in the 12C the Order of s John had possesions), cross a 
stream then an intersection with NA4108 (L down the road on N240a at km.5 is  HR El 
Torro (d from €50, ctra Guipúzcoa km.5, 948/302 211, laundry?, pr)), another stream and then 
turn R towards Oteiza. Follow the street through the village to the main plaza in 2.8km 
OTEIZA (F, 495m;  s Juan Bautista). 

There is a GR waymark past the fountain on a lamppost, and this is the only 
one I found! Continue past a F (R) on a tarmac road, veering R in a fork past a tree. 
In the next fork turn L to a gravel road above a house that quickly becomes a track 
and gently ascends along a slope. Veer L in a fork above another house then the 
track swings R up towards a forest. Upon reaching it turn L and follow a gravel road 
along its edge (R). The forest edge swings R and up a slope and so do you, across 
the highest point (640m) where you plunge fully into the forest. At the end of the track 
bear R across a small clearing then L on a path along a forest edge (L) and down 
into the valley. Turn L on a track at the bottom to reach NA4109 (538m). 

Join NA4109 L until it swings R. Veer R here to an ascending grassy track that 
later joins a tarmac road in 3.8km SARASA (540m). Go straight through the village 
and turn L at the other end towards N240a. In a L road bend, turn R to a grassy track 
above N240a. It runs away from the road then becomes more of a path across fields 
then a gravel track, always keep straight.  

In a fork before a motorway (500m) turn sharp R to ascend a gravel track, veer 
L in the next fork then descend L under electricity lines (540m). Turn R in a T 
intersection (L is the motorway) then L 50m later in another intersection. About 10m 
further a path veers R (straight on the other side of the motorway is 0.5km ERICE (F)) 
and up into the scarce forest, then bends L to reach a track above and parallel to the 
motorway, cut into a hill.  

Cross a gravel road for a gravel track parallel to the motorway then veer R in a 
fork before reaching some houses (gas station (wc?, tienda?)). Continue on the 
gravel track, former railway line again, pass 4km SARASATE (R, 505m), under a 
stone bridge, a path across an overgrown viaduct in the scattered GULINA (F, 
475m), then a track across more fields until a tarmac road. Turn L at the end to reach 
N240a and turn R on it for 800m, passing a turn-off for AIZKORBE, then veer R to a 
barred gravel track, the former railway line again, that reaches Irurtzun at its top (F, 
496m). Veer L past cementerio then along Calle s Miguel to N240a in the middle of 
the 5.3km village. P Machain is R on NA1200, H Plazaola is R then L on NA2410. 

 
23.1km IRURTZUN (484m, 948)    
 HR Plazaola (48r, €50-55), c. Aralar 8, 506 313, laundry, luggage room, pr 

s/d €50-55. P Machain (10r), c. dos Hermanas 10, 500 003, D, pr.  
 tienda, pastelería. 
 
 From the main square go W on NA2410 (keep L), cross río Larraun (438m) 

on an old stone punte, pass under the motorway then turn L on NA2410. When you 
see a small cement passage from this road to the one on your R, cross NA2410 and 
go to this road, NA7502, and turn L on it. Go straight at a crossroad to NA7500, 
direction Santiago Itxasperri.  



The road curves R and you veer L in a fork at a farm (R), to NA7501. When 
you reach romanesque ermita Santiago de Itxasperri (F behind, portada, capitals), turn 
L before it to a cement road. In an intersection turn R, cross a stream and pass the 
ruins of a monasterio (R). In an intersection at the houses of ITXASPERRI (460m) 
turn L, cross río Arakil and turn R before the railway. Follow the gravel road straight 
across fields, pass a house (R) then follow a track as it bends L and passes under 
the railway to NA2410. 

Join NA2140 R to the next crossroad where you turn R under the railway 
again (L is a gas station (wc?)) then turn R in the first crossroad into Villanueva. 

 
7.2km VILLANUEVA DE ARAKIL - HIRIBERRI (448m, 948) 
 former seat of the community of Arakil; fine mansions 
 CR Irigoien (6r, BB €21), c. s Martín 1, 600 102, heating, sh.  
 
 Leave the village in the W direction on Calle s Esteban that runs across 

fields to the lovely 2km IHABAR (F main plaza, 550m). Turn R immediately after 
entering it, to a white road that bears L then R and crosses río Arakil. Go straight in 
an intersection and ascend R at a group of houses. In a T intersection turn L to a 
track that runs W along a slope, ascending a little at the start then becoming a grassy 
track/path and descening through scrubland. It joins another grassy track and 
together they cross a patch of trees then veer L to a T intersection. Turn R through a 
tree plantation then L in an intersection, to a 4.1km T intersectin next to a bridge. (L 
across a fine stone puente then R is 0.5km IRAÑETA (F at bar, 540m; ;  CR Baltegi 
(3r, d €80, 649/234 549, washing machine, kitchen, pr)) with flowers spilling over its wrought-iron 
balconies.) 

Turn R at the bridge and follow a gravel road then join NA2410. Pass c1140 s 
María de Zamartze (L, documented since 1563, also leprosary, portada w/ capitals, now 
monasterio) to a 2km crossroad at a beautiful puente medieval. Across is the lovely 
0.2km HUARTE - ARAKIL (F?, 464m; ; < euskara ur arte = between waters, 1268 Huart, 
1366 Uart de Valo d'Araquil, pueblo). 

 
D to dolmens (20km/8h45): To the N of Huarte in Sierra de Aralar is, beside the 

famous ermita s Miguel de Aralar, also a number of finely preserved dolmens which constitute 
only a part of the one of the most important megalithic complexes in the Iberian peninsula. A 
round local path, passes 11 of them, and you can stay the night in the very basic refugio in the 
mountains, about half-way. 

From Huarte retrace you steps to the crossroad before s María de 
Zamartze and veer L, signposted San Miguel de Aralar. About 500m later, 
just after crossing a stream, a path veers L (not signposted or waymarked) 
and starts climbing steeply through the forest. In the middle of the climb a 
signpost shows a small D to the R to arból de la piedra, a tree that has joined 
with a rock to be able to grow on the steep slope. 

Further up you encounter an image of s Miguel in iron. Here turn/veer 
L (W) to an unmarked path and after only 250m you are at the first dolmen de 
Artzabal which is considered to be the best preserved in the whole Sierra de Aralar. It is 
not clear here if the route continues from this dolmen or you have to return to 
s Miguel and follow the path for another 200m to an intersection in a clearing 
before a group of larger trees! 

In any case, you follow NW along the S border/ridge of the mountain, 
enjoying fine views, and in a bit over 1km reach dolmen de Zubeinta. 
Continue in the same direction and you have to turn L off the path to see 



dolmen Luperta with a very well preserved tumulus. 2km further along the path is 
dolmen de Olaberta with a 3+m high mound in the middle of a beautiful forest. 

Pass a dolmen of less importance and another dolmen with a big 
mound. You arrive to a clearing with refugio and another dolmen in a poor 
state. To the N of refugio (1075m), near the road, is dolmen Erbilleri. 9km from 
Huarte, 17km from Villanueva. 

 
17km  refugio (2bb, free), at least one bunk, very simple & not kept!, 

wooden bunks w/ nothing on them, floor strewn w/ papers & stuff, open. 
 
 At the top corner of the clearing runs Camino de Debata, a stony 

track that starts at the road above then runs just to the N of the clearing and E 
towards s Miguel de Aralar. It passes dolmen de Elurmenta and dolmen de 
Debata then leads to the road which you follow R to santuario s Miguel de 
Aralar (1220m; ;  1032 first reference but on site of possibly 9C preromanesque 
sanctuary, end-12C enamelled retablo, fantastic views S, Jun-Sep 10-14+16-20 
or always?). D: above it towers rocky Artxueta (1345m) with far-reaching views all around, 
even to the sea to the N in clear weather. 

Descend a path from the parking lot to the cement road below, cross it 
and descend on a path that, after touching the road again, zig-zags down a 
stony slope, crosses a forest, a clearing and another patch of forest. In a 
scrubland afterwards is a bit wobbly dolmen de Otxopasaje (< euskara otxo = 
wolf) then the path descends past the iron image of s Miguel and further 
down, where you came up, to the road and Huarte. 

You can also only climb to s Miguel de Aralar, 7km from Huarte, 6km 
from ermita de Zamartze (which is now monasterio, perhaps ask to leave the 
backpack?).  
 
From the crossroad at a bridge go R (or L, if coming from the village) to 

NA2140, but immediately veer R to a cement road. It makes R, L, R, L bend then 
joins a tarmac road. Go straight/L on it and keep straight in a crossroad where tarmac 
turns R, on a cement road. In a fork veer L, join a tarmac straight and when you near 
the railway, cross it via a 4.2km footbridge.  

If you turn L then go under the motorway you will come to +1km Arruazu. 
Backtrack to the intersection after the footbridge and turn L. 

 
10.3km+1km ARRUAZU (F, 495m, 948)  
 < euskara arru(g)a = square, market < romanesque rua + euskara -zu = market place, 

mentioned 1377 
 CR Martxoenea (6r, d €45), 576 080, heating, kitchen, B 4, D 10, extra bed 

10, pr. 
 
 Turn R after the footbridge and follow a white track across río Arakil (L you 

will see cementerio and ermita s Antonio Abad, here used to be the original settlement from before 
1356) into 1.5km LACUNZA - LAKUNTZA  (F, 489m;  tienda, pastelería ;  in 
Middle Ages through it run bidarri = road of stones which was probably a former Roman road, in 1350 
had 13 hearths, in 1351 infante Luis ordered the inhabitants to move to Etxarri but they were ordered 
to move back in 1356, 16C gothic s Salvador (by stonemasons Juan de Villareal & Juan de Bulano, 
fine portada), 16C picota (pillar for public punishments), 18-19C casas). 

Cross the village straight then a little L on Calle Uriz to join NA2410 R past 
industrial zone into 1.6km Arbizu. 



3.1km ARBIZU (F at iglesia?, 497m, 948),   
 1351 many inhabitans of the settlements surrounding Arbizu were ordered to move 

because of the insecure status of Castilla, 16C became town; igl., casas 
 HR Olatzea (11r, BB €70-95), c. Errota, 461 876, old windmill w/ original 

machinery, laundry, heating, minibar, safe,  garage, pr BB s/d €70-95/92-114, 14h-
23h. HsR Izar-Ondo (17r, €60), ave Pamplona 6, 460 062, 460 581, 33b, heating, 
garden, pr. 

 
 Veer L before iglesia past a bus station (L) and turn R at the end of plaza to 

Calle Urkia. When it ends, go a few steps further then descend the steps, cross 
NA2410 and turn L on a grey gravel track parallel to NA2410. When it ends, take a 
path back to NA2410. When you reach the industrial zone, walk on a minor road to 
the L of NA2410, it becomes a track after the last buildings. When it reaches NA2410 
again, cross it and ascend a street which curves L into Etxarri with a spacious main plaza.  

To go to albergue-camping, turn R on the main plaza and follow NA120 out of 
the village, across río Arakil, turn L after then R to a minor road, sigposted estación, 
and go under the railway. In a crossroad after it go straight, the road turns L, veer L 
in a fork and L in the next one. 

 
2.6km+1.7km ETXARRI ARANATZ (509m)    
 < euskara etxe = house + (h)arri = stone – stone house or in east dialects of euskara the 

shortening of etxeberri = new house, beg-12C fuero, 1251 mentioned igl. s María, 1312 founded a toll-
free fortified bastide Echerri because these parts were full of small bands of criminals, 17-18C 
casas (particularly behind iglesia), 1636 igl. de Asunción, Centro de cultura 
megalítica (in camping) 

 +1.7km camping & albergue Etxarri (€11), paraje Dambolintxulo, 948 
460 537, washing machine, tienda, restau, pet 2.30, pool, tent €5.70, p €5.20, HP 
€25-29, Easter-Sep. CR Urmendi (d €60), c. s Pedro 1, 667/853 379, heating, 
washing machine, kitchen (frigo, microwaves). 

 
D to see the (not terribly well preserved) dolmens above the town you have two 

choices on Ruta de los Dolmenes.  
Follow the longer PR-NA 133 (1day, 15km/4h): From the entrance of the camping 

(490m) follo a tarmac road L, veering L in a fork to a fork with signposts. Veer L and 200m 
later cross regata Iraigorri and continue on a cement? track to 2.9km ermita de s Adrián 
(550m). 200m later there is a picnic spot with fine views S. 1.8km later you are at a 
signposted intersection, R off route is dolmen Beitzeta (700m). Ascend on a poorly defined 
path to 0.7km dolmen Iruiturrieta and proceed across a barbed wire. 0.2km later is dolmen 
Jentiltzulo (850m) then ascend to the peak of Bakaiku then reach 0.7km dolmen Benintxar 
(921m). Follow mojones de la muga to the peak of Irumugarrieta (959m, view W) then 
descend its ridge to 1km dolmens Zalatamuno W (936m) with a circle of six stones and 
Zalatamuno E, view E. Continue descending through scrubland to 0.4km dolmen 
Mintegixuta (915m) with nearby oaks surrounded by stones used as protection for trees. 
Ascend to a summit with tridimensional waymark then descend a ridge and reach finely 
preserved 1.1km dolmen Txaradigorri (963m). Poorly defined path from here descends 
through scrubland and in an intersection after 1km go L, pass a former pasture then ascend 
for 500m to 2.6km Pagomendi; dolmen Pagomendi (814m) is a climb to the R of the route. 
300m later walk along a wire, view all around. In 0.9km you reach dolmen Maitzagu (750m) 
and 50m later starts a zig-zag descent until you reach an iron gate and a bridge over a 
stream. Go straight to reach the road where you turn R to return to the 3.5km camping.  

Follow the shorter PR-NA 134 (half day, 9.7km/2h30): this version passes only two 
dolmens. 
 



A along Sierra de Urbasa 
Access Lakuntza – 5.5km Unanu – 2.3km Lizarraga: On the main 

plaza turn L past s Salvador, under NA2410, R in a roundabout then across 
the motorway then straight on a narrow tarmac road towards the imposing 
Beriain. In the second intersection where the road turns L, go straight on a 
track, pass a reservoir (R) and enter the forest. In a fork after the forest turn R 
to reach a gravel road in the fields and turn L on it. It turns R and reaches a 
tarmac road where you turn L, it becomes gravel and reaches NA7102. Turn L 
on this one into Unanu. On the main plaza turn L, exit the village, veer L in a 
fork, cross NA7100 then follow this tarmac then gravel road into Lizarraga. 

Access Arbizu – 4.3km Unanu – 2.3km Lizarraga: Past iglesia at the 
end of the big plaza turn L to a street, passing a row of colourful garbage cans 
(L, Call Uhalde). In a T intersection turn L across a stream then turn R in a 
crossroad to go under the motorway. Stick to this tarmac road always 
straight, it becomes gravel at the end and ends on NA7102. Turn L on this one 
to reach Unanu. As above. 

Access Etxarri-Aranatz – 5.1km Lizarraga – 2.3km Unanu: Turn L on 
the main plaza to NA120, cross a roundabout for NA120, turn L after an empty 
plt (parking space?) to Calle Puttubeoki, follow it straight, it becomes gravel, 
veer R in a fork to pass a farm with grey roof (L), pass under the motorway, 
keep straight, it turns R before a forest then L and reaches NA120. Turn L on 
it to reach Lizarraga. Before you reach a house on a 'balcony' and a 
pedestrian crossing, descends the stairs L then turn L, cross a plaza, at the L 
corner continue to the end of the village then follow this road, it becomes 
tarmac, crosses NA7100 and reaches Unanu.  

 
UNANU (650m, 948)  
 CR Edronekoa (5r, d €58), 460 615, 669/950 493, traditional casa, 

heating, kitchen, B 7, vegi D, call for 1 night!.  
 
LIZARRAGA (F, 588m, 948) famous   
 16C gothic s Cucufate, ermita s Donato, ermita s Miguel  
 CR Txikenekoa (2r, d €60-70), 460 206, 606/680 724, traditional 

casa, heating, kitchen, garden, call for 1 night!. CR Martillenekoa (2r), c. 
Larga 5, 460 466, kitchen, garden, call for 1 night!. 

 
Unanu – Beriain – ermita s Donato – puerto de Lizarraga – ermita s 

Adrián:  
Stock on water! Distances and times approximate! 
From the start of Unanu or the main plaza climb L to a street then 

gravel road that climbs up the slope past the last houses (there is a path 
short-cut for the first L bend). Pass a shed (R) then an intersection (F). About 
50m after it veer L to a path that ascends! across low scrubland, turns R after 
some trees to a little ?valley then through a forest. It comes in the open below 
some rocky, passes under them and reaches a pasture. It turns L here across 
it, towards the main wall above. Climb it diagonally, turn R on top and climb 
the steep pastures up to the top of the ridge of Beriain (it may be worth 
climbing L to the end of rocky ridge, Iyurbain-Ihurbain (1420m), for the 
stupenduous views).  



Follow the path R (SE) along the ridge to the incredibly situated and 
beautifully made 12-13C ermita s Donato perched on top of 9.2km/3h30 
Beriain (1493m). Continue on a path closest to the edge (there are several 
paths veering L, don't take them) until the edge becomes rock. Here that path 
veers L away from it, across more of a scrubland, past the stone encircled 
geographical centre of Euska Herria. You reach a fork and veer L to steeply 
descend the stony slope and reach the pastures with a little pond below. 

Turn L once past the rocky part and pass the remains of the 
sherpherds' huts (L) then make a beeline around this couldrom of pastures 
(in the middle is Peñablanca (1269m)), to come to the side that has walls 
falling down on the R (they are ahead when you reach the pastures). Follow 
the main line of paths due W, passing pond Andía (R) then pond 
Sarasako/Saratsa (R). If you ascend some of the summits atop the wall, you 
will have an unparallel view of this incredible wall of Sierra de Andía. In time 
you will reach tarmac NA120 in 15km/3h20 Puerto de Lizarraga (1031m;  in 
summer; possible accommodation?). 

Continue on a gravel road W, called Cami de s Adrián, across 
beautiful pastures grazed by horses. Before a house/hut (L) make a D R to 
see a fine arco di piedra. At the end of the pastures a track joins from the L. 
(D: If you follow it L for 300m, you will come to an incredibly preserved raised 
stretch of calzada romana that leads S to Betaberri and chasm sima de Tximua.) 
Passing another raised stretch of calzada romana, you reach a pond, turn R 
to the edge of the wall and 4.5km/1h10 ermita s Adrián perched right at the 
very edge. To the L of is dolmen de s Adrián. 36.4km/10h from Etxarri. 

 
29km/8h  refugio ermita s Adrián (1113m, free), chimney, stone 

bench, fairly clean, looks ok, open. 
 
Lizarraga – ermita s Adrián – ermita s Marina – Bergagain – Alsasua: 
Stock on water! Distances and times approximate! 
From Lizarraga follow NA120 and leave the last houses behind. Before 

the first bend veer R to a gravel road/track, through a portillo/gate. Pass a 
farm (R) then in a big intersection turn L up a wide gravel track. It climbs a zig-
zags then swings R to a clearing of Urteta. In a fork at the other side turn 
sharp L and climb to the rocky just below s Adrián (a D L brings you to 
cueva). Here you have to turn R and walk below the wall then climb through a 
'valley' to pass portillo de Lizarraga. Turn L on top past dolmen de s Adrián 
to ermita s Adrián. 

You can skip ermita s Adrián and turn R directly to ermita s Marina. 
 
2h  refugio ermita s Adrián (1113m, free), chimney, stone bench, 

fairly clean, looks ok, open. 
 
 Go W along the wall back to portillo de Lizarraga then continue on 

a path (not the gravel road/track, it goes away S) along the ridge of encima de 
Lizarraga to 2.8km Baitza (1183m) and further on the (more or less) last really 
rocky outcrops with a beautiful arco de piedra with a small window on top (it's 
a bit down to the R, best view from a little further along the ridge). Continue along the 
ridge to 3.3km ermita s Marina. 

 



6.1km  refugio ermita s Marina (1068m, ?20b, used to be s Trinidad, 
chimney, two stone tables, might be dirty, open. 

 
 From here to ?Alsasua is PR-NA 130 santa Marina (or is this the ascent from 

Iturmendi?). A path follows the pastures along the edge of the ridge then on the 
edge of the more or less dense forest with lots of unusual tree and rock 
formations until you reach 3km El Bargagain (1153m).  

From the summit descend W still along the more or less open ridge. 
Before you reach the end of the open area, turn R down 'across' the wall into 
the beautiful forest below. The path descends in zig-zags at first then bears 
gently R to a ridge and descends along it, passing a ruined torre before 
ending on the pastures above the valley. 

Follow the track along the ridge then, when it swings R, straight on a 
path that squeezes through a line of trees then reaches a gravel track. Turn L 
here for 10m then turn R to a small path across a meadow, through a line of 
trees and along the edge of another line of trees (or across the fields) towards 
the motorway. Turn R when you reach a gravel track then L under the 
motorway. When the track makes a L bend, go straight on a path along a 
fields to NA2410. Turn R then L in the crossroad, under the railway and you 
are in 3.5km//11.6km+0.5km Alsasua (526m). 11.6km from ermita s Adrián. 

 
Bargagain – camping Biotza: 
From El Bargagain (1153m) descend along the open then forested 

ridge W all the way to the end, passing three menhirs on the way, and 
descend to NA718 at 2km/30min puerto Urbasa/Olatzi (895m;  dolmen is now 
a pile of rocks before the sign for Urbasa). Turn L on the road to 1.7km camping. 
Puerto Lizarraga – puerto Urbasa 15.6km/6h45, 12.1km from ermita s Adrián. 

 
6.6km  camping & albergue Biotza (920m, 57b, €12, HP €25), 

948/391 004, dr, washing machine, 8 hot showers, 8 wcs, tienda, cooking 
forbidden, restau, B 3 9h-10h30, D 10 20h30-21h30, safe, bungalows 4-6p w/ 
kitchen €96-124, 110pl, tent €6, pl €5.8, 6 pr d BB €49, Feb-Nov 9h-22h. 

 
Puerto Urbasa/Olatzi – Olatzi: 
NA718 descends in bends to Olatzi. Use in bad weather. 
A little further from the small parking lot at the board for Urbasa veer R 

down a stony path that cuts a bend in NA718. Pass above a road bend and 
zig-zag down to the next bend. Cross NA718 a little L to continue on a path to 
the next bend. Go L for about 50m and there is a path again, desceding past 
quite spectacular (when water) waterfall Salto de Agua in its own small cirque. 

Again cross NA718 and plunge into the forest. Keep L (although R will also 
get you to Olatzi, past a F and more along NA718) and descend through the forest 
along stream Troskera until you meet a gravel road/track coming from a 
querry (L). Follow it straight, veer L before new blocks on NA718 to pass 
behind them and reach ermita s Sebastián (15C Virgen de Belén). Continue 
straight on Calle Goienkale, go under NA2410 then straight to almost the end 
of the street in a plaza. Turn R, pass frontón and turn L to s Miguel in 6.8km 
Olatzi. 
 



 Turn L in the main plaza and turn R at the end of the trees to Calle 
Kalamurtxel which, as a track, for a time runs along río Arakil then, shadowed by 
trees and buches, makes its way across fields but still parallel to the river. When you 
reach a T intersection close to a house, turn L then R in the next T intersection, to a 
gravel track that ends on a tarmac/gravel road. Turn L across río Arakil and after 
another stretch across fields turn L in a T intersection to a tarmac road. Follow the 
road unter the motorway into 4.7km BAKAIKU (F, 519m;  ; first mentioned 1208)), 
passing ermita Santiago (L) and 17C s Juan Bautista (1216 inscriptions) to NA2410 
(F). 

Cross NA2410 to reach the other nucleus of the village. Turn L in the little 
plaza for about 30m then veer L (don't turn L) to a street past Casa rural Angoiko. It 
becomes a cement/gravel road and ends in the S part of Iturmendi. Turn R and make 
your way to the central plata of 2.8km Iturmendi. 

 
7.5km ITURMENDI (534m, 948) 
 < euskara itur = spring + mendi = mount; lavadero, s Miguel 
 Apartamentos Elordi (2-19b), c. Beltza 6, 467 806, 600/031 140, 

tradicional casa, kitchen (frigo, microwave), call for 1 night!. 
 
 At the end of the main plaza turn L and go W, on Calle Kamiozar that 

leaves the village. Go straight in a fork to a dirt track that reaches Urdiain. Follow the 
street as it comes to Calle Puerto. 

 
1.7km URDIAIN (549m, 948) 
 CR Erburu I & II (2r+5r), c. Portuko, 460 409, 675/467 591, traditional 

casa, washing machine, kitchen (stove, oven, microwave), call for 1 night!. 
 

  Turn L on Calle Puerto for 20m then R past a house, veer L then R in a 
wider part of the street. Go straight, pass a triangular grass with trees (R) and 
continue straight on Calle s Martin out of the village, it becoems gravel after the last 
hosues. Veer L in a fork, pass a house (L) then veer R in a fork. Pass a farm (L) and 
when you come to a 4-intersection, turn R towards the motorway. In the next (T) 
intersection turn R and cross the motorway. 
 Turn L once in the industrial zone, pass Hs Izelai, and turn R in the big 
crossroad. Cross the railway and walk the last 300m to ayuntamiento. Albergue 
juvenil is straight on the main street then Calle Zelai. From Lizarraga along Urbasa and with 
a detour to ermita s Adrián is 21km. 
 

3.8km+0.5km//11.6km ALSASUA - ALTSASU (526m, 948)    
 < basque El Aliso village + sua = fire, medieval Alssaltssuu, Alsassua, according to legend 

the first king of Navarra, Garía Jiménez, was crowned in ermita s Pedro nearby; 16C NS de 
Asunción, ermita s Juan Bautista, ermita Virgen de Erkuden 

 albergue juvenil HI s Cristo de Otadia (70b, BB €19), c. Zelai 91, 564 
814, 562 304, 848/427 899, heating, washing & drying machine, kitchen, B 8h-9h30, 
D 9 20h30-21h30, linen 2, luggage room, all year 8h-22h. Hs Izelai (), ave Pamplona 20, 
ZI Ondarria, 607/993 333. CR Erotazar (5apparts, €65), Venta de Abajo 12, 562 617, 659/621 609, 
kitchen, garden, pool. Hs Latxenea (6r, d €50), pl Iortia 5, 564 761, 600/209 905, centre, heating, B, 
pr. Hs Mendia (12r), barrio Esción 11, 562 007. albergue Capucinos (), ave Félix Arano 3, 562 003. 

 supermercado. 
 



  From the main crossroad head W along one-way Calle s Juan, cross the 
motorway into ALTZANIA, pass Hs Mendia and cross a roundabout straight to pass 
the train station (L). Go under the railway and immediately turn L to ascend a tarmac 
road. Make a bend, pass a new house complex (L) and turn sharp R in a fork towards 
a reservoir. Before its gate turn L to a gravel road, make a L bend with it, and turn L 
from it to a track that ascends through a forest up to another gravel track (you can 
also reach this if you follow the gravel road then turn L in a T intersection). Turn L to 
reach an enchanting fuente de hierro (F, 630m; euskara Metaliturri), a tiny yellow-red lake 
watched over by a small stone hut overgrown with green moss. It was much visited by the Capucins 
from Alsasua monastery. 
 Continue (L) on the gravel track, now marked white-green till Olatzi, descend 
L in a fork, pass a reservoir and cross the fields, past fuente de Orna (F), where till the 
14C existed a village (with 17 hearths with 85 inhabitants in 1290, it was abandoned in the 14C due to 
numerous attacks, fires and robberies and the inhabitants moved to the other side of the river which 
was more easily defended; the border between Álava and Gipuzkoa was known as frontera de los 
malchechores = frontier of bad-doers), across río Burunda (550m), under the railway and 
motorway and to the 16C fortified s Miguel in Olatzi. 
 

4.9km OLAZAGUTÍA - OLATZI (F, 541m, 948)   
 < euskara olatza = place for gathering cattle or ola = iron-foundry, 1355 probably as 

Villadefensa, first definite mention in 1498 
 HR Valcarce (20r, BB €32-42), crta A1 km.396, 948/564 513, next to 

motorway, heating, safe, pets, pr, 24h. 
F & dixi-wc at the far L of NA2410 at playing ground. 
 

  Backtrack under the motorway and the railway and turn L to a gravel road 
along the railway until you reach fuente de Belén (F). Cross río Burunda on a lovely 
stone bridge then turn L and follow this gravel road into 3km CIORDIA - ZIORDIA 
(F, 560m;  < euskara zihaurri = a plant abundant in the vicinity, 1462 possibly as gaillurllidua, 17-
18C igl. de Asunción, ermita NS des Milagro).  
 Leave the village on the other side on Calle s María, turn R in a triangular 
intersection then veer L about 80m later, to a tarmac road, passing from Navarra to 
the basque county of Álava, that eventually leads into 3.2km EGINO (570m; ;  
albergue Aitzur (945/314 637), HsR Las Ventas (ctra N1 km.391, 304 028)). In a small plaza 
turn L and follow a tarmac road acroos río Arakil then turn R in a crossroad. Tarmac 
becomes gravel and the track passes under A3012 then runs parallel to the railway. 
When it ends on a field, walk along the fields or the railway to pick up the track again. 
Pass under a road, cross río Arakil again, veer L and reach 2.7km ILARDUIA 
(575m). 
 When you reach the first street of the village turn L and follow it to the last 
house. Turn L here, cross río Arakil and take a gravel road to an intersection. Turn R 
and go straight across fields to a 1.9km T crossroad. D: Turn R across río Arakil for 
0.5km Albéniz.  
 

10.8km+0.5km ALBÉNIZ (F, 570m, 945) 
 some think it's the same as Plinius' les Albaneses, through it ran Via Traiana iter XXXIV 

from Bordeaux to Astorga, now under the railway & N1, with mansio Alba, an Arab text from 758 calls 
the inhabitants of this territory varduli alabanensis; two molinos, 16C ermita s Juan 

 CR Beraetxea (5r, €40), Albéniz 26, 304 832, 675/743 828, 673/895 259, 
10-6b, heating, washing & drying machine, kitchen 3, B 3.50, garden, s/d €40/50-55. 

 



 Turn L in a T crossroad to the train statin (F?, wc?) and cross the railway 
lines via the platforms. Once on the other side, follow a tarmac road across the 
motorway and across A3138 in 1km SAN ROMÁN DE SAN MILLÁN - DURRUMA 
DONEMILIAGA (605m; ;  HsR El Ventorro (ctra N1 km.385, 945/304 372)). Cross the 
village to turn R at the end to a tarmac road towards the industrial complex (here is  
HR Andamur (45r, Parcela A, 945/314 783, 304 044, heating, washing machine)). Turn L on 
A3138 then turn R in the second crossroad (before a stream) to a tarmac road that 
goes under the motorway. Turn L on a bigger tarmac road in 2km EGUILÁZ - 
EGILATZ (600m; Hermanidad de Eguílaz was founded in the 2/2 of 14C (1360 rules are 
preserved) as a defence alliance between 12 villages and towns that later became the province of 
Álava) and in 200m you reach the parking space for the beautifully preserved dolmen 
de Aizkomendi (euskara = mountain of the axe, accidentaly discovered in 1830, many Neolithic 
and Bronze Age graves were discovered inside). 

Return to EGUILÁZ and turn L before the first house then L again in a 
crossroad then R to cross the railway. Turn L in a fork on a gravel road across fields 
and through a small forest. Go through the tiny MEZKIA (595m) and continue on a 
narrow tarmac road, alway straight, until A3016. Turn L in this T crossroad, joining 
with Ruta del Tunél, pass the former hospital de s Lázaro y s Magdalena (L, now 
private property), cross río Zadorra and veer R in a roundabout then turn L in the first 
street to s María in 5.6km Salvatierra.  
 For CR turn R on the first street, before a pedestrian crossing, then 
immediately turn L and follow this Calle Zadorra. 
 
 8.6km+0.2km SALVATIERRA - AGURAIN (605m, 945)   
  1256 fuero, pilgrims from the N entered by Puerta de s María; murallas, fortified 13-
14C s Juan Bautista (baroque portada), arcaded pl s Juan, casas w/ blasones, 
fortified 14-15C s María (plateresque lower coro, 1530 retablo mayor) 
  CR Zadorra (10b), c. Zadorra 21, 312 427, 656/716 126 Yolanda & Arturo, 
lovely casa, ?kitchenette (microwave), B, @, garden, very praised. 
 D to dolmen Sorginetxe (round 7.2km): From the smi-round plaza go L (W) to 
a roundabout then follow A2128 straight then across the railway and motorway. 
Once you pass the acess roads turn R to A3110 then turn L to (the first) straight 
gravel road that leads to dolmen de Sorginetxe (= house of witches, euskara Trikuharri). 
 
  The part from here to La Puebla de Arganzón is a part of Ruta del Tunél or 
Camino Vasco del Interior, linking Irun and Santo Domingo de la Calzada or 
Burgos, and is marked with wooden posts & signposts and yellow arrows. 

From s María go straight across the old town to the semi-round plaza with a 
monument from circles in the middle. Turn R, in between the semi-circular buildings, 
along A3100 Calle Fueros. Round the first roundabout (with a swastika-shaped park) 
on the L side and head along a red paved track parallel to the road. Round the next 
roundabout on the L, too, then walk on the grass along the road (there might be now 
a small road here).  

In the next roundabout turn L then turn R in the following one. When you pass 
Epsilon Paifinger building turn L, signposted Gazeo, go under the motorway and 
follow a gravel road across fields that leads to 3.8km GAZEO (590m;  13C s Martín 
(no tower, 14C frescoes)). Cross the village straight then veer L on the main A4111, 
cross a stream then turn R to a minor tarmac road leading to 2km EZKEREKOTXA 
(580m;  16C s Román (12C facade, 13C apside, stone renaissance retablo)).  



In the little plaza after s Román turn L and leave the village S, slightly 
descending towards the railway. Turn R before it then the road makes a little loop 
around the hill (605m on top). Meander between hills, cross a road, and start a 
delightful stretch along a gravel road parallel to the railway. The route becomes 
tarmac and rounds a long bridge over the railway then runs gently up and down 
several small hills, all the while the L view is dominated by Castillo de Henaio (661m) which was 
the site of an Iron Age fort, a medieval castillo and a medieval ermita.  

The route is interrupted by A3112, cautiously cross it and continue on the 
same minor tarmac road and Alegría-Dulantzi comes into view. In a T crossroad turn 
L (D :R is 0.1km 13C santuario NS de Aiala (portada w/ four arches, scallop shell on facade, 
14C Virgen Andra Mari)) but only 40m later 6.4km turn R to a gravel road (straight ahead 
is Algería-Dulantzi). 
 
 12.2km+1.5km ALGERÍA - DULANTZI (560m, 945)    
  founded 1337 by Alfonso XI; 14-16C s Blas (baroque retablo) 
  albergue de peregrinos (8b, €4), c. Ronzapil, 635/711 173, 620/532 036, 
1dr, washing sink, hot shower, wc, microwave,  garage, for © call, call ahead!, Mar-
Oct 13h-22h. P Casa Antolín (20r, €37), c. Fortaleza 9, 400 553, heating, B 2, D 9, s/d.  
  tienda, panadería.  restau near albergue offers to pilgrims platos 
combinados for €5. 
 
  Continue on the gravel road, called Camino de los Romeros, across fields 
and a canal. When you see 12C ermita de s Juan de Arrarain on the L (one of the 
oldest romanesque edifices in Álava), veer L past it, cross the railway and A3110 into 
2.3km ELBURGO - BURGALU (540m; ;  founded 1337 by Alfonso XI, igl.;  HR 
Olaona (ctra. N1 km.364, 945/307 033)). After the central plaza with rollo(?) veer L on Calle 
Mayor and keep straight to a fork. Veer R to a minor tarmac road that slightly rises 
and becomes gravel on the top of the rise.  
 In an intersection with a tree (L) veer R to the road on the L side of a ditch (a 
pedestrian gravel track along a former railway line also leads to Hospedería) then turn L in a T 
intersection. Descend to 2.7km an intersection and turn L (go straight for Hospedería 
then from there continue directly S to Villafranca) to reach Villafranca. 
 
 5km+0.9km VILLAFRANCA (F, 550m, 945) 17.6km from Salvatierra 
  mentioned in 11C; s Andrés (plateresque facade), monasterio de Estíbaliz 
(already mentioned in 10C, 12C Virgen, 13C pila bautismal called Porte Speciosa) 
  albergue Hospedería del Monasterio de NS de Estíbaliz (16b+20bb, D), 
urb. Cerreo de Estíbaliz, 293 088 don Emilio Ozaeta, benedictinos, 1dr+8r, heating, 2 
hot showers, D offered,  garage, ask for horses, ® advised, ©, all year 6h-22h. 
 
  Turn R before s Andrés and cross the main plaza (F) for A4120 which you 
follow out of the village. Past an estate (L) it becomes gravel, following a former 
Roman road, and leads to 1.1km ARGANDOÑA (540m;  13C s Columba (facade w/ 
capitels)). Turn L on A3106, go straight across a roundabout to a former main road 
that rises then descends to A132 (550m). Before this main road turn R to a dirt track 
that rises across fields. When it turns L, turn R instead, and walk along the edge of 
two fields to a forest. Turn L before the forest to a dirt track that leads to 1.4km 
ASCARZA (530m). 
 Turn L through it then R at the end to reach A132. Cautiously cross it for 
A2130, direction Vitoria-Gasteiz (straight is a huge new cementerio), then turn R to a 



dirt/tarmac track across fields. Turn L in a T intersection at the end, to A4117, into 
2.4km Arcaya, passing albergue (R after iglesia). 
 
 4.9km ARCAYA (F, 520m, 945) 22.5km from Salvatierra 
  remains of termas romanas, NS de la Natividad 
  albergue Leku-Casa Diocesana (7r), Casa n°17, 293 370. 
  
  In a plaza (F) after albergue veer L with A4117 and in a fork towards the 
end of the village, veer R. The route becomes gravel and ascends straight the slope 
of Alto de las Neveras (535m). On top, pass the metal gate and descend in the 
same direction, in view of the new suburbs of Vitoria. 
 There is some major new construction here on googlemaps and the 
waymarking is absent! Try to reach the closes roundabout below. Once there, go L (if 
coming from the S) to Itinerario Antonino and follow it to the end at a parking lot. 
From the end of this parking lot a pedestrian track leads straight. Turn R at the end 
then L to cross a pedestrian bridge over the railway.  
 You immediately come to a roundabout, turn L and follow Calle Florida parallel 
to the railway through two more roundabouts and towards the old town. Pass Plaza 
de Toros (L) and in the next plaza, lined with trees, veer L to Calle Angulema, 
already between tall houses with red roofs. Continue in this directin, Calle 
Independencia then a large triangular plaza. Veer L at the end and immediately turn 
R into Calle ?Marqués Estella (straight on Calle Postas in Plaza Virgen Blanca). Go 
straight, ascend and veer R into narrow Calle Cuchillería lined with tall houses with 
lots of glassed-in balconies. After a while you will se the back of 4.9km catédral on 
the L. 
 To go to albergue juvenil from the route, turn L before Plaza de Toros and 
pass it. Once across the railway, turn R to Calle Urdiales and follow this direction 
until you come to Calle Navarra. Turn L on it, R at the end then R at the first street 
you come to, after some buildings with grey roofs. To go directly to the centre, follow 
Calle Navarra, Paseo Senda, Paseo Florida then straight to Plaza Virgen Blanca. 
27.4km from Salvatierra. 
 
 4.9km+1.2km VITORIA - GASTEIZ (525m, 945)      
  ancient basque town Gasteiz, < perhaps euskara beturia = height, founded 1181 by 
Sancho VI under the name Nueva Victoria; Casco Antiguo retains gothic layout, 14C s 
Miguel (portada), M Naipes (16C P Bendaña, presses & playing cards, 14C italian, 
Dalí's, T-F 10-14+16-18.30, S 10-14, Su 11-14, free), 14C catédral s María (W 
portada, facade w/ many polychrome sculptures, 11-14+17-20, tour €3), M 
Arqueología (16C half-timbered casa, dolmens, roman sculptures, medieval 
artefacts, T-F 10-14+16-18.30, S 10-14, Su 11-14, free), 15C El Portalón 
(merchant's house & hostel, now restau, c. Correría), 15C Casa del Cordon (15C 
portillo, 13C torre), 13-14C s Pedro (fabulous portada) 

 +1.2km albergue juvenil HI Carlos Abaitua (98b, BB €19), c. Isaac Díez, 
181 988, bus 1, 2, 16, 17, 18r, heating, hot showers, wcs, B 9h, ?D 9, linen 3,  
garage, well-secured, ® a week ahead, till 22h. P Araba II (€30), c. Florida 25, 232 588, 
628/994 458, charming, heating, pr s/d €30/42. H Dato & Dato 28 (€34-37), c. Dato 28, 147 230, 
excentric art-deco decor, pr s/d €34-7/48-70, all year 24h. 
 
  (From albergue juvenil turn R on Calle Salvatierrabide and turn L on Ave s 
Prudencio to pass the stadium and join with the route.) 



From Plaza Virgen Blanca go SE (as for albergue juvenil) across a narrow 
pedestrain plaza (with trees) then Paseo Florida (R is Parque de la Florida) and the 
R Paseo Senda. Go under the railway and veer R on veer R on the wide tree-lined 
avenue, passing Parque de El Prado (R). At the end veer L to tree-lined Paseo 
Cervantes then Ave s Prudencio which bends R and crosses a wide green street. 
When you are nearing a roundabout, you pass 2.7km ARMENTIA (559m;  until 1087 
seat of bishophry, 12C basilica s Prudencio (romanesque facade, gothic pila bautismal)) on the L. 
 Veer L in the roundabout to Camino Armentia and turn R with it to s 
Prudencio (R). Backtrack a little to turn R into Calle Hospitaleros across the new 
development area then across fields. In a T intersection turn R and when you reach 
the main road turn L on A4164, singposted Gometxa.  
 Keep on this road parallel to N102 to 4.2km GOMETXA (F, 550m;  
documented in 11C, where once stood ermita de Santiago is now medieval igl. de Transfiguración). 
Turn R at the start of the village then turn L to pass iglesia (F). Turn R to a tarmac 
road along the edge of the fields (and trees) and it becomes gravel after passing a 
basketball field. Veer R in a fork and undulate across fields. Join a somewhat wider 
gravel road and keep straight in all forks to reach A4102 leading from Ariñez to 
Zumetzu. 
 Cross it for a tarmac road that becomes gravel later on, continuing straigt in all 
intersections. Cross a chain of low hills and descend into 4.7km SUBIJANA DE 
ALAVA (F, 575m;  s Esteban (15C facade)). When you enter the village veer L to a 
narrower street then turn L on A4103, leaving it near 18C P Simón de Anda y 
Salazar (F). Follow the road across fields then for 100m into the forest. At a small 
building (L) turn R to a gravel road that ascends towards Portillo s Miguel.  
 Climb on the main route, above a quarry (R) and to the L of electricity lines, to 
the top of 1.5km Portillo de s Miguel (749m). Cross a ridge-top route and descend 
straight on the other side, across a clearing, to a gravel track. Take it L and descend, 
crossing a wide road once, until you reach the fields at the bottom on the other side. 
Keep straight on the track (veer L in a fork) into 3.4km VILLANUEVA DE LA OCA (F, 
540m;  s Pedro (romanesque portada w/ many fine details)). 
 Pass s Pedro, turn R in a crossroad and continue straight on the main road 
BU-V-7422 when you reach the main crossroad. After 2km pass under the 
motorway, go across a roundabout to continue on a road along a lake (R), pass 
under the railway and enter 5.5km La Puebla.   

Albergue is on the most L street of the village. 
 
 22km LA PUEBLA DE ARGANZÓN (485m, 945)    
  1191 fuero, of major strategic importance because of route crossroad; murallas, huge 
gothic NS de Asunción (portadas, 16C retablo, 14C NS de la Antigua), 16C 
hospital de los Peregrinos de s Juan (medieval origin, functioned till 1950), 16C ermita 
NS de la Antigua 

 albergue de peregrinos (8bb, D), c. Cercas, 373 006, 2dr, washing sink, 
hot shower, wc,  garage, horse paddock, all year. P Pili (27b), ctra N1 km.333, 373 088, 
629/832 460. Hs Palacios (25b), ctra N1 km.333, 373 030. H Argnazón Plaza (9r, €48), pl Mayor 1, 
373 038, 653/722 001, 19C caseron, laundry, €65 w/ kitchen, B 4.50, © 10% off, pr s/d €48/58-65. 
  tienda, panadería. ATM. 
 

A to Santo Domingo de la Calzada on waymarked Ruta del Tunél / Camino Vasco 
(51km): 31km HARO (albergue de peregrinos (28bb, €5, all year)) – 20km SANTO 
DOMINGO (albergue Abadía Cisterciense (33bb, D, May-Sep), albergue Casa del 
Santo (210bb, D, all year)). 



A to Burgos on waymarked Ruta del Tunél (107.7km): 22.3km MIRANDA DE EBRO 
(albergue juvenil HI Fernán Gonzáles (114b, BB €19, Jan 2-Dec 23)) – 16.7km 
PANCORBO (albergue parroquial) – 23.4km BRIVIESCA (P Casa Cuevas (12b)) – 
19.8km MONASTERIO DE RODILLA (H Picón del Conde) – 28.5km BURGOS 
(albergue juvenil HI Gil de Siloe (108b, Jul-Aug 15), albergue Emaus (20bb, D, 
Easter-Oct), albergue Casa del Cubos (180bb, €3, all year), albergue Santiago y s 
Catalina (18bb, D, Apr-Nov)). 

 
  There are two choices from here to reach río Ebro:  via Salinas de Anaña 
and Espejo to Baños de Sobrón where you join Ruta del Ebro (stunning salt-works in 
Anaña),  continue on Ruta del Tunél to Miranda de Ebro and there join Ruta de 
Ebro (waymarked throughout).  
 
  via Salinas de Anaña & Espejo: 
 
  Make your way W across río Zadora on A3322 and turn L on a crossroad 
to a straight tarmac road across fields. Cross a stream then turn R on an 
intersection, to a gravel road which then turns L, crosses a gravel track and ends in a 
T intersection. Turn L, cross A3310 and veer R into 5km ANTEZANA DE LA 
RIBERA (595m). Cross the village N and in the last crossroad, where a wide 
gravel/tarmac road leads back to A3310, veer L to a garvel track with trees that runs 
just inside the edge of a forest, at the foot of the hill (L). 
 It enters the forest after a track branches R, go straight in all intersections until 
you walk parallel to the forest edge and a field (R) for 100m. In the following 
intersection turn R to descend to 3km HEREÑA (505m). Cross the village and veer L 
in a fork towards the end to cross río Bayas on a stone bridge, turn L to pass under 
the motorway and, still under the motorway, veer R in a fork. Pass under the railway 
and turn R along it. The track turns L after 150m then R 100m further on. A R bend 
and you are in a T intersection. Turn L and follow a slight ridge to the first houses of 
2.3km CAICEDO-SOPEÑA (605m). 
 Turn R on tarmac road, veer L in a fork and you are in 0.8km CASTILLO-
SOPEÑA (600m). Keep on the road which is now gravel and bends to pass the last 
house. Here the road becomes a dirt track. Veer L in a fork, to pass along a field (R) 
then enter the forest and veer L/straight. Ascend and on top (700m) cross a wide 
long clearing then descend, join a gravel road and you are in 2.6km PAUL (640m;  
Cabaña Rural (20-28b, d €70, 678/428 258, wooden cabins, 4 cabins w/ 5-7b, kitchen, B 3, 5p €95-
105, all year)). 
 Cross the village straight and turn L on A2622 for 100m. Turn sharp R to a dirt 
road that ascends and goes under electricity lines. Turn R in a T intersection, veer L 
in a fork and enter scarce forest. In a somewhat clearing (about 200m from the fork) 
turn L to a dirt road that climbs to the top (890m) of the ridge then sticks to it for a 
while. Keep on the road as it descends to a small leveled-out area where the road 
turns R. Straight should lead a path that descends to the R of the ridge into Añana. If 
not, there is a track to the L of the ridge that starts across a small field. Descend to 
5.6km SALINAS DE AÑANA - GESALTZA-AÑANA (;  fine casas, 13+16C s María 
de Villacones, 17C P Zembrana-Herrán, monasterio s Juan de Acre (on site of former pilgrim 
hospital, still working, 120ha of salt fields in Valle Salado (placed at different heights that show the 
primitive – and natural – salt extraction based on the evaporation of water, tours winter 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, summer 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, €4;  ?H Rural ()). 19.3km from La Puebla. 
 
 



 A via Fontecha (but it's a very long day from La Puebla to Baños de Sobrón, 
38km): To Fontecha follow white-red GR 1 Sendero histórico. From the main 
plaza walk W along Calle Solana to s María, descend towards and cross río 
La Muera on a wooden bridge then ascend a wide track, passing above the 
whole length of the saltworks (L), veering R then L in the forks. In a T 
intersection at the end turn R, ascend to and join a gravel road and stick to it. 
In a tarmac stretch keep L, cross another tarmac/gravel road (700m) for a 
gravel track that leads to 3.5km lago de Caicedo Yuso.  
 When you reach the lake, turn R to a path alongside and around to a 
gravel/tarmac road on its S side. From here you basically descend along a 
ridge. Turn R on it for 25m then veer R to a dirt path with trees, cross arroyo 
de Lago and continue through a forest then above a long meadow. When the 
meadow swings R, cross it to reach a dirt track opposite. A few steps on it and 
you already turn L to a path through the forest. It soon swings R then runs 
above another long and narrow meadow. Pass under electricity lines and turn 
R when on a track.  

It makes a R then a L bend and becomes a path in the forest and 
above yet another meadow. Once out of the scrubland join a grassy track (a 
few tall trees at the start) that after a while end at another dirt track. Turn L for 
50m and veer R in a fork, to a track with trees along a field (R) then between 
more fields. Join a gravel road L and stick to it until you come to 6km 
FONTECHA (F, 494m;  ;  < euskara unda-etxea = house of the path, through 
went Roman Via Aquitania, first mentioned in 1099, romanesque igl. Santiago, 15-16C torre 
Conde de Orgaz (w/ palacio), torre Condestable), guarded by two towers on the hills on 
either side. 28.8km from La Puebla. Make your way to A2212 and turn R to join GR 
99 Ruta del Ebro (see below). 
 
To Espejo follow white-red GR 1 Sendero histórico. From the main plaza 

turn R and follow Calle Mercado NE. After the last house veer L with the tarmac road 
and 100m later turn L to a gravel road. In a T intersection turn R then L in the next 
intersection. Follow the most gravel road as it meanders between fields and patches 
of scrubery. When you meet a tarmac intersection turn L on the tarmac road, 
following it until it makes a L bend. Turn R here, to a gravel track and veer R 70m 
later. The track bends L and you turn R at the end. This track leads to A4319. Cross 
it to climb to 5.3km TUESTA (F, 549m;  12-13C NS la Asunción (magnificent portada, 1300 
Virgen)). 

Turn R at iglesia to the main plaza, turn L here for 50m and R to a 
gravel/tarmac road practicaly straight across fields into 2.3km Espejo. When you 
reach A2625, cross it in the direction of Barrio and follow it for 250m to albergue. 
26.9km from La Puebla. 

 
26.9km ESPEJO (F, 500m, 945)   
 through it passed important Roman road between Vindeileia (Puentelarrá) and Flaviobriga 

(Bilbao); medieval casa-torre, casa-torre señorial de Salazar, casa-palacio de 
Salazares, s Salvador 

 albergue juvenil HI Jorge Diez Elorza (42b, BB €19), c. Salazar 24, 181 
988, 6dr, heating, laundry, hot showers, wcs, D 9, linen 3, pool, HI, Feb-Aug 11 + 
Sep 2-Dec. CR El Molino (6r, d €58), ctra. Bilbao 5, 351 326, 18C watermill 800m from village, 
heating, B 5, , garden, + iva.  

 tiny tienda. 



 From albergue go a little back to cross río Omecillo and turn R. In an 
intersection turn L to pass in front of a row on new houses and follow a gravel road 
that passes very close to the river, veers R, crosses a stream near a riverbend and 
you come to an intersection. Go straight to a track between scrubs, cross A4326 for a 
gravel road, always straight, until you reach a fork before some houses. Veer R to 
reach the bridge in 4.1km BERGONDA (480m).  

Don't cross the river and continue along its L bank. After you pass an enclosed 
group of small houses with grey roofs (R), veer R to a track then 100m later veer L to 
a path/track that runs at the foothiils to the R of a long field. It ascends through 
schrubery and bends R. In a T intersection turn L to a gravel track, towards electricity 
lines. It bends L then swings R, now running above A2122. When it turns L towards 
it, continue straight on a track until that one turns L to A2122, too. Turn R on A2122, 
around a riverbend and cross to a pedestrian walkway when it starts on the R side.  

Pass the first houses of Baños de Sobrón then turn R in a crossroad where 
the pedestrian walkway ends. Follow the tarmac road above A2122, past a ?former 
hotel, until there are steps leading back to A2122. Continue on the road, pass H 
Parque del Ebro on its parking space (F), cross A2122, then, at a traffic lights, veer L 
down a road signposted Zona de hoteles de Sobrón into 6.9km BAÑOS DE 
SOBRÓN (see below). For description of Ruta del Ebro see below as well. 

 
 Ruta del Tunél + Ruta del Ebro: 

 
  In a crossroad at the end of the old town turn L, signposted Vitoria, cross 
the railway and turn L immediately afterwards, signposted Pangua. Join a bigger 
road and keep paralleling the railway. At a gas station (wc) turn L across a 
roundabout then under the motorway and ascend this tarmac road to 4.2km 
BURGUETA (F, 545m;  s Martín (13C portada)). 
 Turn L on Calle Iglesia to plaza with a F, and here turn R then leave the village 
on a narrow tarmac road along electricity lines which later becomes gravel. Gently 
ascend to a multiple intersection with a fine view S. Veer very slightly L across the 
intersection to a path that was once calzada romana and calzada de los 
peregrinos. It leads past an ancient spring (F?) and lavadero to 2.2km ESTAVILLO - 
ESTABELU ( once had hospital, casas w/ fine details, 15C s Martín). 
 Don't go into the village but descend a tarmac road straight. It quickly 
becomes a wide new tarmac road and in a fork the two variants diverge. L goes to 
Berantevilla and ends in Santo Domingo de la Calzada, R goes to Armiñón and ends 
in Burgos. Go R along the new road to pass under all of the motorway then turn L in 
a roundabout into the once important strategic 1.1km ARMIÑÓN ( had many hospitals, 16C 
s Andrés, 17C P Montoya Urbina, old molino). 
 Keep an eye for a passage between houses, R, that leads to a fine stone 
puente medieval across río Zadorra. Go under the railway to continue on an 
almost straight gravel road across fields. It gently ascends then descends, turn R 
before a motorway then turn L to pass under the motorway and continue across 
fields into 4.5km RIVABELLOSA ( ;  first mentioned in 1099, here in 1463 approved 
legal documents by which Álava was governed for centuries, 16C P de Sáenz de Santamaría, 16C 
NS del Rosario, gothic ermita de Magdalena w/ 16C hospital;  H Julia (4r, c. Alfonso VI 41, 
945/355 042, heating, laundry), H-and-go Miranda (c. Diego Martínez 1, 356 824)). 
 Veer R at the start to the central plaza and turn R here. Follow A3312 across 
the railway and río Bayas on a 1628 puente and to a crossroad with A4131. Turn L 
and 150m later turn R to a dirt track. In a T intersection turn L to another dirt track 



that crosses a motorway and arrives to a new industrial development in the N of 
Miranda. 
 Go a little R then L to reach a roundabout and turn R in it, almost to the end of 
the street at Leclerc. Go around it to another roundabout and go practically straight 
across, to a wide Camino de los Pinos that leads across some meadows towards 
Ebro. When  you reach a T crossroad, turn R then descend a little to a path along 
Ebro. Turning L will bring you to the centre and 1780 Puente Carlos III; R goes GR 
99 Ruta del Ebro (N variant). 

To go to alb. juvenil, cross the old centre along Ebro's R bank until you reach a 
sports complex where albergue is situated.   
 

22.3km+1.5km MIRANDA DE EBRO (F, 455m, 947)     
 1099 fuero, in 12C had medieval bridge destroyed in 1775 and replaced in 1780 by Puente 

Carlos III; 13C igl. Spiritu Santo (portada), 16C rollo/picota, 16C casa de las 
Cadenes, 16C casa de los Urbina, 16C s María 

 +1.5km albergue juvenil HI Fernan Gonzáles (114b), c. Anduva 82, 320 
932, r 2-7p, heating, laundry, B 8h-9h30, D 20h30, HI, all year 10h-14h+16h-22h. HR 
Tudanca (120r), ctra N1 9, 311 843, laundry, pets, pr s/d/t, 24h. H Achuri (€52), c. Estación 86, 347 
272, heating, + iva, pr s/d €52/60-65. 

 Leclerc. 
 

 You are now on white-red GR 99 Ruta de Ebro which you will follow until 
Puente Arenas. The first part to Puentelarrá is a N variant.  

From Puente Carlos III (456m) walk along the pedestrain routes along the R 
bank of Ebro in the N direction, under the railway bridge then under N1 bridge where 
the route becomes a path then joins Camino Pinos. this one becomes gravel/dirt and 
heads straight across the plains when the river turns L. When you are closest to a 
motorway, turn R zo a tarmac road along a querra (R) and reach C122/A2122. Turn L 
across the motorway then veer R in the first crossroad (L is the huge archaeological 
excavation of the late Roman necropolis of Villa de Cabriana). Pass a car waste/factory (R) 
and follow a tarmac road into 4.8km COMUNIÓN - KOMUNIOI (F, 478m;  
romanesque s Cornelio y Cipriano, bola-toki). 

Cross the village on the main street to plaza, veer R here then leave it on a 
perfectly straight tarmac A4321 that then ascends and joins a bigger road into 2km 
SALCEDO - SARATXU (F, 527m;  in Roman times through ran Via Aquitana from Cabriana, 
remains of calzada romana, ermita s Pedro (necropolis), s Esteban). Turn L once in the village 
to pass iglesia (R) and exit on Calle Reloj. When the road makes a L bend (I think 
that continuing here brings you to nearby), continue straight on a gravel road which 
becomes a path amongs fields and joins A4332 into 2.4km LECIÑANA DEL CAMINO 
- LEZIÑANA (F, 543m;  igl. Santiago), on the medieval 'salt' route from Salinas de Añana to 
Ebro and Castilla. 

 
A via dolmens: If you continue on the tarmac road (Calle Reloj) as it 

ascends to A4332, you pass dolmen de la Lastra and dolmen de la Mina, 
both to the L of the road. Turn L on A4332 (T crossroad) to reach Leciñana.  
 
On the central plaza turn L, Calle Arco, and follow this narrow tarmac road as 

it ascends to a col (565m) then descends into a valley (535m) and ascens again to 
the top (550m) of the ridge on the other side. Turn R on A4323 into 2km CAICEDO 
DE YUSO - KAIZEDO BEHEKOA (F, 565m;  NS de Asunción, bola-toki (boules álaves-



style), close by N is 10C necrópolis de La Magdalena). Make your way through the village to 
turn L in the main crossroad to a minor tarmac road, past ermita s Miguel. Pass the 
firt fork then turn L on a gravel track that descens along a stream into 3.1km 
FONTECHA - ITURRIESTARIA (F, 494m;  ;  < euskara unda-etxea = house of the 
path, through went Roman Via Aquitania, first mentioned in 1099, romanesque igl. Santiago, 15-16C 
torre Conde de Orgaz (w/ palacio), torre Condestable), guarded by two towers on the hills on either 
side. 

Make your way to A2122 and the main plaza, turn R pass a bus station then 
veer L to Calle Lucarini. It becomes gravel, veer R in a fork across the fields and end 
at the first houses and the bridge in 1.8km PUENTELARRÁ - LARRAZUBI (F, 469m; 
 ;  due to its strategic position important in the Middle Ages, mentioned in 860, remains of 
puente romano), 16.4km/3h45 from Miranda de Ebro. Cross río Ebro then turn R in an 0.3km 
intersection (where the alternative joins), to a gravel road. 

Veer L in a fork then ascend straight across all interesection into 2.4km 
VILANUEVA-SOPORTILLA (F, 531m). In the main plaza turn R and exit the village 
due N on a straight gravel road that ends almost at Ebro. About 100m before the river 
turn L to a gravel track that heads a little backwards to the next riverbend. You join 
the riverbank, pass the ruins of Molino de Camajón (484m) whose channels were cut out 
of rock itself, then under the narrow rocky ridge of Monte de la Villa and flank the river 
until you reach the bridge. Cross río Ebro (495m) and turn L into 4.6km Baños. 23.2km 
from Miranda, 11km from Espejo, 38km from La Puebla via Salinas and Fontecha. 
 

23.2km/6h//11km BAÑOS DE SOBRÓN (F, 483m, 945)  
 its medicinal waters were known since 13C, 
 HR Durtzi (10r), La Presa 12, 359 078, heating, pr. H Parque del Ebro 

(30r), La Presa 1, former baths, heating, pr. H Los tres hermanos (18r, d), La Presa 
16, pr, all year.  

 
Ruta del Ebro (onwards): 
 
 After the first groups of houses veer R to a street above the main hotels and 

ascend to A2122. Follow A2122 L past the dam and the last of its structures and veer 
R up a dirt and muddy road that marks the start of the zig-zag climb to sobrón. 

 
2.5km SOBRÓN (F, 678m) 
 CR Natura (6r, €35), barrio Sobrón Alto 1, 676/260 250, 609/900 403, 

lovely half-timbered casa, 2-17b, heating, washing machine, kitchen 7, B 3, garden, 
pet 1, call for 1 night!, pr s/d €35/45-50. 

 
 Turn L before the ruined iglesia to a dirt track that gently ascends across 

some meadows then a forest. in a fork veer R then turn R to a path that climbs up the 
slope, swungs L at the top then swings R and ascens some more along the slope 
(about 1080m). It then descends into a valley, crosses arroyo la Torca Sakana 
(1030m) and climbs the other side. When you reach the top (1095m) descend the 
other side.  

Cross one track then join a gravel road. It soon swings L and gently descends. 
It makes a sharp R bend and descends along a slope, passing across two valleys 
then zig-zaging into the third. Follow the stream but leave it before it plunges into a 
ravine and ascend a L slope. The road swings abruptly R and after crossing the 
stream again reaches the gentler foothills. In an intersection go straight and keep 



straight until a T intersection. Turn L into 11.4km SAN MARTÍN DE DON (F, 537m;  
probably from 14C, hospital disappeared in 18C, 1562-1651 convento de Clarisas). 

Cross the village and turn R at the crossroad towards the end to a dirt road, 
Camino de s Martín across fields. In a fork veer R (A: veering L then turning R on 
tarmac past the monolits, then turning L in a crossroad will also bring you to the 
village) then turn L and R on tarmac into 3.1km MIJARALENGUA (F, 523m;  in 14C 
Becerro de Behetrías as Misuera Luenga, s Pedro (capitals), palomar). 

Cross the village and continue on a dirt road. Keep straight in all intersections 
and turn R when you reach BU530, into 1.9km Barcina. 16.4km from Sobrón, 32.9km from 
Espejo. 

 
16.4km/29.9km BARCINA DEL BARCO (F, 521m, 947)  
 = cultivation field, in 14C mentioned Confradía de s Cruz de la Riba, 16C Bercina de la 

Riba, in 17-18C had hospital para pobres 
 P Alvi (5r, ?€15), estados unidos 2, 358 400, heating. P Los tres 

hermanos (6r, ?€20), ctra Miranda 4, 358 500, heating.  
 
 Turn L in the second crossroad of the village, verr immediately L and follow 

the street past the last closely standing houses then turn R to a gravel road towards 
the river. It becomes a dirt track after passing a house, veer L in a fork them meander 
between fields and groves, cross arroyo de Aguabuena and after a ruin turn R to a 
grassy track, into 1.9km PANGUSIÓN (528m; < perhaps diminuitive of latin pago = village or 
pago de yuso = the lower village, mentioned 1973, 16C s Acisclo). 

Turn L on a street and follow to a T crossroad. Turn L here then 70m alter turn 
R to Camino Laguna that crosses the fields to reach Ebro. The dirt road parallels the 
river then runs away from it and reaches a tarmac road. Turn L on it then, before 
electricity lines, turn R to a dirt track that meets BU530. Follow the road L for 500m 
then turn L to a gravel road that crosses a stream and leads to central de Iberduero 
and turn R along its canal to an 3.5km intersection. To continue go straight. 

To go to Quintana turn R and follow a dirt track to 1.1km Quintana. 25.4km/7h25 
from Baños de Sobrón. 

 
5.4km+1.1km QUINTANA MARTÍN GALÍNDEZ (F, 541m, 947)    
 11C origin; ermita s Roque, 15C casa-torre de Salazar, 16+18C s Tomás 
 HsR Valle de Tobalina (14r), ctra Miranda, 358 740/750, 26b, pr s/d. 
 
 There are many other GRs and PRs in this area, so follow the waymarks 

carefully! 
Backtrack towards 1.1km central de Iberduero but turn T upon reaching the 

water, to a gravel track along a canal. 200m later turn L to a path and cross the canal 
de Iberduero to continue on the other side until reaching BU520. Turn L on the road 
for about 500m then turn L to a grassy track that descends towards Ebro. Turn R at 
the river and follow a path along its bank until you are on BU520 again. Turn L on it 
and when it turns across the river, climb a wooden staircase that leads to a path that 
leads to a tarmac road. Turn L on the road into 3.3km MONTEJO DE SAN MIGUEL 
(F, 549m;  monasterio s Miguel mentioned 1084, grand Casa de Indianos, M etnográfico (bread 
oven, boules);  El Mirador de Merindades (7r, €45, c. Escuelas 3, 947/358 518, 620/298 557, B 5, 
D 18, pr s/d €45/60-75, all year)). 

At the start of the village veer L then turn sharp L to a street leading to the 
river to pick up a path along the riverbank. The path sticks close to the river through a 



narrow passage below rocky walls. Once in the open, you soon reach the magnificent 
9-arch 143m long 3.8km puente medieval de Frías with a probably 14C tower in the 
middle, for collecting the toll, on the crossroad of important calzadas romanas between Meseta and 
Cantabrian coast, and La Rioja. Cross it and head straight to the crossroad below the 
stunning walled town of 0.9km Frías, also the start or finish for PR-BU 15 Raíces de Castilla 
which goes S to Briviesca.  

For Casa Vadillo follow BU520 E of town then veer R to convento. 
 
8km+0.7km FRÍAS (F, 576m, 947)    
 town mentioned 867, castillo in 10C, 1201 castello de Fridas, 1202 fuero, 1435 city, still the 

smallest city in Spain; spectacular 12C+15C el castillo (15C Torre del Homenaje was 
the last defense, 16-17C Torre del Reloj, residential quarters w/ 12-13C capitals, 
10.30-14+16-20, 5p tour €3, €1.50), 13C muralla w/ three puertas, pretty casas, P 
Salazar, 12+14C s Vitores, convento s Francisco, 14-16C s Vicente, convento s 
María de Vadillo;  1st week Aug semana medieval 

 P Duque de Frías (7r), 358 743, 12b. CR La era de Vadillo (4r, BB €55), 
c. s María Vadillo 32, 358 737, 654/948 729, E of town near convento, beautiful stone 
casona, 10b, extra bed 10, pr BB s/d €55/68.  Camping Frías (€4.55), ctra Quintana km.3, 
357 198, hot showers, washing machine, D, tienda, pet 3.55, pool, tent €4.55, all year. 

 panadería. 
 

 At the crossroad descend to the R of a road wall, Calle Romana (not 
BU522), contour the houses on the R then turn L in an intersection to cross BU522. A 
newly tarmaced street leads to and past greenhouses then parallels the river to 2.7km 
QUINTANASECA (F, 555m;  since 13C Frías 'suburb', romanesque s Martín (visigothic 
window, relief)). Cross the village and at the end of the plain ascend across collado de 
la Cucharera (600m) to reach the valley on the other side. Turn L in a T intersection 
and follow the foothills of Peña de la Dehesa (R) to BU-V5311 and turn R on it. Here 
you can choose between two alternatives. 

 
A via ermita Encinillas: When you near the river, about 100m later, turn 

sharp L to a dirt track/path along the riverbank. After a while it veers L from 
the river and gently ascends towards ermita. You have to turn R off it to 
ermita de Encinillas. Go back to the track and turn R. In an intersection 
150m later, turn L to another dirt track that leads to BU-V5311 and turn R on 
the road. Cross río Ebro and turn R on N629, but 300m later veer L to a 
tarmac/gravel road past some houses that leads across puente románico. 
Ascend to Trespaderne. The last part you will repeat the next day. The 
distance is pretty much the same. 

  
The main route follows BU-V5311 L through 4.9km CILLAPERLATA (F, 539m; 

 NS de Covadonga). Cross río Ebro and turn L to a path Camino de Castrillo that 
follows the foothills of the forested Castrillo (R). After a R bend it ascends along the 
slope then descends to the foothills again. When you reach Ebro, continue on a path 
along it. making two L bends. After the second one veer R in a fork (although it's 
possible to still follow the river) to a drit track across fields that ends on N629. Turn L 
on N629, then turn R before río Nela. 

To continue on GR without visiting Trespaderne, descend L on a dirt road that 
follow this river to puente románico. 



To go to 5.1km Trespaderne, ascend R on a dirt road between houses that 
leads to the foot of palacio/iglesia with torre and climb the stairs to the main street. 
José Luiz is on BU550 leaving the town NE. 20km/5h from Quintana. 

 
10.9km+0.8km TRESPADERNE (F, 534m, 947)   
 lavadero, 15C casona del Priorato, P los Medina de Cadiñanos, 16C s 

Vicente 
 HsR José Luiz (27r, €25-26), ctra Bilbao 25, 307 293, 48b, B 4, D 12, +iva, 

s/d €25-26/38-40, all year.  Camping Río Nela (p €4.50, t €4.50), c. Zocilla, 308 649, hot 
showers, washing machine, restau, tienda, pool, Mar-Oct. 

 
 From the central plaza follow Calle Luis Vega S then after a palacio/iglesia 

with torre descend the stairs Camino de Horadada which leads R to puente 
románico across río Nela. Continue on Camino Costanilla on the other side, across 
a side road, to N629. Follow the main road till a dirt track veers R and ascends at first 
above the road then swings R and ascends to 2.2km TARTALÉS DE CILLA (F, 
626m;  12C s Martín). 

Ascend on a dirt/gravel road along the R side of a valley, passing 7-8C 
eremitorio s Pedro (R), a hermitage complex carved in the rock, to collada de La Muñeca 
(940m) of Sierra de la Tesla, then gently descend along the R slope of the valley on 
the other side. The road makes a big S down the slope to the bottom then runs along 
the stream to 7.6km TARTALÉS DE LOS MONTES (F, 731m;  12C s Miguel). 

Turn L to descend a tarmac road through small but beautiful garganta de 
Tartalés, complete with a short tunnel and a fine cascada. Pass ermita s María (L) 
then turn/veer L to a dirt road into 1.8km HOZ DE VALDIVIELSO (F, 598m;  casa w/ 
two torres). 

 
A: you can also descend directly to the second bridge over Ebro on 

Camino del Vado, thus saving about 5km; or follow GR 85 via 
VALHERMOSA, ARROYO and QUECEDO ( P los Huidobro) to Puente 
Arenas (23km/5h45 from Trespaderne).  
 
Cross the village and at the last houses, just about when you reach BU-

V5317, turn L to a dirt road that ascends the slope then descends and crosses BU-
V5314 into 2.8km PANIZARES (F, 660m) above which reside the rocky walls of los Cuchillos 
de Panizares. 

Follow the same street down through the village to a stream, cross it and turn 
R afterwards to a gravel road along a forest edge. Join BU-V5314 to cross 1.1km río 
Ebro (593m). On the other side turn R to a dirt track/path along the river edge, 
passing cueva de Fuente Sagrero, until you reach a bridge. Cross 3.1km río Ebro 
(566m) again and turn L along its other bank. When you pass a picnic spot, the track 
veers away from the river, then swings L and L again after a while, and you join a 
dirt/gravel road. It makes a R turn at the start of a forest then you turn L to a 
path/track across a field towards the river. At the end turn R to a dirt track that leads 
to BU-V5315. The road cuts a river bend and at the other end  GR veers L; straight is 
3.9km POBLACIÓN DE VALDIVIELSO (F, 571m;  16C s Pedro y Pablo (huge portada)). 

Veer L from BU-V5135 to a dirt track along the river and stick to it until you 
reach BU-V5314. Turn L on the road for 150m then turn sharp R to a dirt track. It 
makes a sharp L bend a little further then rund at the foot of the hills and ascends a 
bit to 12C 4.7km s Pedro de Tejada (597m; built on site of 9C monasterio, portadas, corbels, 



reliefs, polychrome mudejar coro, 14C coat-of-arms of los Velasco, it's private property & visits only 
guided!). From there follow a gravel road to the first houses of 0.7km Arenas and turn L 
on the main road into the village. GR 99 continues on calzada romana N of the village. 

 
28.9km/7h10 PUENTE ARENAS (F, 572m)  
 of romanesque origins, in 1556 Oct here passed emperor Karl V; 16C old part + 19C 

new part, 12-17C s María (12C portada) 
 CR Tipi (2r, d €36), c. La Tranca 37 bajo, D, 303 130, garden. CR Tejada 

(4r), c. s María 1, 620/965 796, fine stone casona, kitchen, call for 1 night!.  
 

A continues along GR 99 via 16.6km/4h15 MANZANEDO then 18.3km/5h 
PESQUERA DE EBRO. 
 
 A small stretch from Puente Arenas towards Pesadas de Burgos is part of the final journey 

of emperor Karl I de España y V de Alemania which he made in 1556, on his way to monasterio de 
Yuste in Cáceres where he lived his final years away from the politics of the day – it's now called Ruta 
del emperador Carlos V. He used the former Roman road that was in the Middle Ages known as 
camino del pescado, passing through Puente Arenas and El Almiñé, and in use until the new road 
via Puerto de la Mazorra was built.  

From Puente Arenas to Dobro follow white-red GR 85 Ruta de los Sentidos. 
Backtrack to where you entered the village and turn R across río Ebro on a 16+19C 
puente. Immediately veer R to a narrow tarmac then dirt road across fields, Camino 
de El Almiñé.  

 
D/A via Quintana: When you are closest to the village to your R (about 

half-way across fields), turn R to a dirt track with bushes/trees? that leads to 
N232. Turn R, cross a stream then turn L to ascend to Quintana. 

 
+1km QUINTANA DE VALDEVIESO (615m, 947) 
 albergue Arte y Natura Valdivielso (30bb, €17-18), 303 200, 

636/264 447, 652/641 079, fine 1883 caseron, 2dr+2d, B 5, D 8-15, restau, 
garden, pool, dr/d €17-18/42-65. albergue juvenil & turismo rural La Casa 
Grande (66b, BB €19), 303 096, 17C casona, 19r, restau, pr. Torre de s Martín 
(4r, €100), 699/511 542, 17C palacio, pr. 

 
 From the S end of the village follow one of two dirt roads down into 

the valley. After they meet and you cross a stream, turn R to ascend along 
trees to El Almiñé. 
 
Cross N232 to take a minor tarmac road that ascends to the finely preserved 

2km (EL) ALMIÑÉ (F, 650m;  16-18C casas, 12C s Nicolás (window, pila bautismal), ruins of 
castle's torre). Cross the village to climb then descend the beautifully preserved 
Roman – medieval camino del pescado, going L in an intersection, to the grand 4km 
ermita NS de Hoz (990m), and 100m further a subterranean Roman fuente, both on 
the páramo (plateau) of La Mezorra. Take a gravel road W that reaches CL629 and 
turn R on it for 100m, to reach a dirt/grass track going off L (a round pillar on the R). 
Take it, it's signposted Tudanca, and ascend to 3km DOBRO (1020m). 

Follow BU-V5143 due W towards Porquera, leaving GR 85 after 1km. On the 
way look for any signs for dolmen de la Cotorrita (open tomb w/ roofed corridor) to the L 
of the road. Go from the main road into 3.8km PORQUERA DEL BUTRÓN (995m) 
and turn L on the main plaza (ask!), to descend a dirt track that leads most directly 



towards the village below. The track swings R then veer L in a fork and L again 100m 
later and L again 100m later. 200m further go straight/R on a gravel/dirt road into  
2.2km CUBILLO DEL BUTRÓN (). If in doubt, follow BU-V5143 (3.2km). 

Make your way to BU-V5143, turn R and follow it to the third bend, it's L 
(400m). Turn R here to a dirt track that zig-zags down to BU-V5143 again. Turn R on 
it and descend in long zig-zags. After about 3km the road to Cortiguera branches L. 
Turn L as well to reach GR 99 and turn R down on it for Pesquera, or L to continue 
towards Cortiguera. Follow GR 99 'backwards' to 7.3km Pesquera (2.9km from route). 

 
23.3km(+2.9km) PESQUERA DE EBRO (637m, 947)  
 = place for fishing > latin piscaria = place rich with fish, first mentioned 941; 16-18C 

casas, s Sebastián 
 CR El Arco (25b, €42), c. Arriba, 571 378, restau, garden. El Méson del 

Cañón (), 571 439, restau.  
 
A all the way along the river on PRC-BU 2: From PESQUERA DE 

EBRO (637m) descend on a path S towards the river then R along its L bank. 
Pass a stretch right under the rocky wall then an central electrica El 
Porvenir (R), where the route becomes a dirt track, and a small cascada (R). 
At a little 1h bridge (L) you join with the main route. From Pesquera to Quintanilla 
along here is 10km. 
 
You again follow GR 99 Ruta del Ebro (white-red) until Villanueva de la Nía, 

and to Orbaneja also PRC-BU 1 & 2 Senderos Cañones del Ebro (white-yellow); 
PRC are a network of paths through and above the spectacular Cañon del Ebro, at 
some places 200m deep.  

 From PESQUERA DE EBRO follow GR 99 and PRC-BU 1 which cross río 
Ebro on a magnificent medieval puente, pass baroque ermita s Antonio, and 
ascend along the road BU-V5143. Before the second road branches off L turn R to a 
path signposted Cortiguera. Soon you meet with a dirt track that ascends the slope 
to the abandoned village of 4.7km/1h CORTIGUERA (F, 788m;  pueblo).  

Leave the village next to its iglesia on a track that parallels the top of the 
canyon and offers stupendous views. In the first fork veer R and steeply and 
spectacularly descend in zig-zags past another abandoned village, SIERO, situated 
below a rocky outcrop with ermita s Centola y Elena (founding inscription: FRELENANDVS ET 
GVTINA (cruz patada, alfa y omega) ERA DCCCXX, 8C mozarabic remains) on the site of a preroman 
castro, the saints' decapitation place (in a certain place the soil is reddish, and it's said this is from 
their blood) and later castillo, to 4.9km/1h20 VALDELATEJA (667m; ;  s Eulalia (puerta 
from Siero's gothic iglesia, polychrome gothic statues from there, too), baths) in Cañon del 
Rudrón.  

From here follow a PRC-BU 1 that starts at its iglesia. Walk along the R bank 
of río Rudrón to its confluence with río Ebro then follow the R bank of Ebro until you 
reach a small 5.5km bridge (658m) and cross it. Turn L to PRC-BU 2 and a dirt road 
along the river's L bank, continually going up and down. Make a little D to ermita ND 
del Ebro (660m), and towards the end you parallel a canal that comes out of a 
tunnel, then reach N623. Turn L and cross the river into 5.5km QUINTANILLA DE 
ESCALADA (665m;  first mentioned 1141 and belonged to monasterio s Martín de Escalada, in 
1588 had 12 hearths, 16C s Román, 1616 ermita s Roque). Turn R immediately after crossing 
to a street along the riverbank that becomes a dirt track along Ebro's R bank, 
between gardens, meadows and groves, past a bridge (661m) and 1.5km Escalada 
on the other side.  



20km+0.1km ESCALADA (667m, 947)  
 in 9C founded by monasterio s Martín de Escalada; 17C P de los Gallos (w/ two 

torres), 16-17C s María (end-12C portada (instruments, perfume bottles, remains of 
frescoes)) 

 La Casona de Escalada (7r, d €50-100), c. Real 3, 150 063, 606/414 668 
Juan Carlos & Montse, 18C casa, 18b, one room in total medieval theme, B 6, 
(medieval) D 16, restau, @, garden, medieval activities, theme d €100, pr d €50-70. 
CR Casa Lolo y Vicent (14b, €55-130), c. Real 18, 150 267, 16C casona palacete, 
washing machine, ?kitchen, B 4.50, D 14, restau, pr, M-F/S-Su €55-67/110-130. 

 
 The track contnues through forests and small meadows then becomes an 

almost overgrown path that leads to a bridge (689m) which you cross and ascend a 
path to the road then a gravel access road into Orbaneja, tucked in terraces under the 
canyon walls and through which springs a beautiful arroyo, coming out of Cueva del Agua and with 
cascada. 25.1km/6h30 from Pesquera. 

 
5.1km ORBANEJA DEL CASTILLO (F, 705m, 947) 
 founded by Arabs from Al-Ándalus, Christians & Jews, Templars built hospital s Albín for 

pilgrims, in 15C becomes villa; pueblo, five molinos, chozas de piedra (circular or 
rectangular, w/ false vaults, granaries), Casa de los Canes (decorated w/ 
romanesque dogs), 16C Casa de los Pobres (hospital, first floor w/ huge kitchen 
without ?chimney, scullery & rooms), casa-fuerte 

 CR El abuelo (5r+4r, d €32-36), c. Caño 16, 571 464, 18b, kitchen, sh+pr. 
Centro Rural La Puebla (7r, BB d €60), c. Iglesia 38, 571 455, 676/035 431, 15b, 
heating, B, D, restau, pr BB d/t €60-78. 

D to the top of the canyon: it is worth climbing the little valley to the E of the 
village to the top of the canyon, to see the spectacular views back and the cragged 
rock formations of the other side of the canyon. Follow PRC-BU 2 in the direction of 
Turzo.  

 
 Return back to the bridge and cross it, then turn R to a path along the river. 

After a couple of bends you pass a few houses of CANTO DE SAN ANTONIO (above 
which is Cueva de El Tobazo with ermitas rupestras) then cross arroyo de El Tobazo to 
central electrica del Tobazo (696m). Look to your L up the wall to see the wide 
cascada de El Tobazo. Keep along the river then along a fields into 6.5km 
VILLAESCUSA DE EBRO (F, 685m). 

A dirt/gravel track along the river leads to BARRIO DE ABAJO (687m) of San 
Martín. Cross the road coming from the bridge to keep along the river. In an 
intersection you can either continue straight on a dirt/tarmac? road then turn L to 
reach San Martín, or veer L and join the road to 3.5km SAN MARTÍN DE ELINES (F, 
721m; ;  12C colegiata s Martín (originally 10C benedictine monasterio w/ mozarabic 
influences, 12C iglesia (corbels (warriors, exhibitionists), capitals), 16C claustro w/ 13C lapidarium 
(pilas bautismales, 1183 sarcophagus of abbot Pedro, gothic sarcophagus of Caballo Peregrino), 17C 
round torre;  parroquia or house opposite);  CR La Romanika de Fellini (8r, d €60-80, c. 
Principal, 942/776 409, 32b, heating, kitchen, garden, pr.). 

From the other end of the village go R and ascend the slope then turn R on a 
dirt road/track that runs more or less level to 2.5km VILLOTA DE ELINES (F, 756m). 
Leave the village along CA758, pass a road leading across the river and turn R off 
the road into 1.5km ARENILLAS DE EBRO (F, 707m;  12C NS de Asunción). Cross 
the village and continue on a path/track along Ebro all the way to SV6201/CA757 at 
3.3km Puente de Rocamundo (696m) with molino and a press. 



To go to Polientes, cross río Ebro and turn L immediately after it to a narrow 
tarmac track, that avoids the main road into Polientes, the capital of Valderredible. To 
continue, backtrack to the bridge. 18.3km/5h from Orbaneja. 

 
18.3km/5h+1.2km POLIENTES (F, 712m, 942)     
 M etnográfico (), baroque s Cristóbal 
 albergue El Portalón (92b?), c. Vega, 736 048, 629/480 845. P Sanpatiel 

(21b, €25-40), ctra. Burgos-Reinosa s/n, 776 053, heating, restau, pr. H El 
Cuartelillo Viejo (8r, BB €45-58), ctra General 31, 776 151, 619/918 281, fine 18C 
casona, B, free MTB rental. Posada la Olma (20b, €40-52), pl Mayor, 776 027, 
646/487 799, B, D, pr. Molino del alto Ebro (5r, €90-180), 16C casona, B, D.  Camping 
Valderredible (€50), ctra Polientes-Escalada km.21, 776 138, 600/485 839, tienda, 
restau, pool, tent €5.50, p €4, mobil 1r €50. 

 panadería. 
 
 Go straight on SV6201/CA757 for 100m then continue straight on a narrow 

tarmac road. Pass a molino (R) and 200m later turn R to a ?gravel road towards the 
river. (D straight is 0.2km ermita de la Velilla.) The gravel becomes dirt, parallels the 
river for about 500m then veers L and ascends Los Lomanos. Join a gravel road to 
cross a little col (740m) between two hills then descend and swing R with the road. 
Follow this Camino de los Abrohales in 3.4km REBOLLAR DE EBRO (F, 709m;  
16C gothic s Vicente (decorated archivolts), S on little hill is igl. rupestre s María). 

Turn R when in the village and exit it S along Ebro. Don't cross it but go 
straight along it on a dirt track that turns L before reaching SV6146/CA756, crosses it 
then ascends through 1.4km SOBREPEÑA (F, 750m;  1567 s Juliana (fine views);  
CR La Coruja del Ebro (5r, d €72-80, 657/761 017, 18b, washing machine, kitchen, d/t/q 72-80/€82-
90/90-100)) to CA756 again. Ascend along it for 200m then, after the last houses, turn 
R to a gravel road that meanders gently up and down through meadows, crossings 
CA756. 100m before reaching SV6191/CA754 turn L to a gravel track that meets 
CA754 just before a village. Follow the road into 3.1km SOBREPENILLA (F, 788m; 
 13C s Martín (fine windows)). 

Turn R from the through the village and continue on the same road, now 
gravel, as it descends, swinging L, into a valley (760m), then ascends practically 
straight to 1.7km OLLEROS DE PAREDES RUBIAS (F, 801m;  < tile production, 
medieval ovens, gothic s Juan Bautista). At the first house turn R to a dirt track that 
descends towards another little valley then follows it down, across arroyo de 
Cubillas (750m), and join PP6214 into 1km CUILLAS DEL VALLE (F, 759m). 

In the middle of the village turn L to a path that at first runs above the road 
then ascends L to the top of La Mazorra (785m), levels out around the head of a 
valley then ascends to a col (839m) below Monte el Casallo. Descend in zig-zags, 
swing R before a stream then cross arroyo de Arrocastro and follow it on the other 
side. Before it meets with Ebro, the track swings L along the slope into 5km 
Villanueva. Here you leave GR 99. 

 
15.7km/4h40 VILLANUEVA DE LA NÍA (F, 732m, 942)  
 12C s Juan Bautista (apside, erotic corbels) w/ medieval necropolis, 

ermita Virgen del Monte (above, views) 
 Posada El Cazador (6r, €24), 745 319, heating, S-Su D 15, restau, garden, 

pr s/d €24/40. 
 



  To Susilla follow R 02 Ruta del Mardancho. Cross río Mardancho to the S 
and follow PP6211 towards Berzosilla for about 150m, passing all houses. Then turn 
R to an alomst straight dirt track parallel to the river. Ignore all the turn-offs and turn L 
on PP6211 towards Villamoñico, for about 100m. Turn R to another dirt track which 
again parallels the river. When on a tarmac road, PR turns R across río Mardancho 
into 3km/45min SUSILLA (755m). 
 You continue straight to a T intersection and turn L on a dirt road. It makes two 
gentle R curves then a L bend. About 400m after the bend turn R to a dirt track 
through the woods that ascends to a dirt road above (you can also follow the dirt road 
to a fork and turn sharply R there). Follow this dirt road R (then the lower one) and it 
comes back to CA273 where you turn L into 5.4km CASTRILLO DE VALDELOMAR 
(840m;  romanesque igl. w/ medieval necropolis;  CR La torre de Castrillo (4r, €50-200, 
942/745 806, 626/826 839 Inma Fernández, torre documented since 13C, 19b, heating, kitchen)). 
 From here to San Martín follow R 09 Ruta de los pueblos de Valdelomar. 
From iglesia cross the village W to the last houses, cross CA273 when you meet it, 
and take a small road going S, to the R of two low houses. It soon swings R and 
parallels CA273 along the slope of la Lora. It reaches CA273 at the start of 2km/25min 
SANTA MARÍA DE VALVERDE (860m;  preromanesque igl. rupestre w/ necropolis). 
From here you are on CA273. After about 600m a 0.6km/15min tarmac/gravel road 
ascends L.  
 

D: continue on CA273 to 0.4km SAN MARTÍN DE VALDELOMAR 
(860m;  12-13C s Martín (window)). 

  
 Turn L to ascend this tarmac/gravel road. After it bends slightly L, turn R to a 
dirt road that soon swings L and is joined by another track coming from San Martín. 
Climb through the forest to the fields and continue staright in a triple fork at the start 
of the fields. It becomes a dirt road and following it straight will bring you to 3.7km 
POMAR DE VALDIVIA (963m;  igl. (romanesque portada)). 
 Leave the village W on PP6301, pass two roads branching L and R, then turn 
L to a gravel road leading to 2km BÁSCONES DE VALDIVIA (910m;  15C igl. 
(portada)). Continue S to reach N627, turn R for 400m then turn L to a tarmac/dirt road 
leading to 2km REBOLLEDO DE LA INERA (922m). Go straight and pass the village 
(L) to follow a gravel road into 1.3km RENEDO DE LA INERA (880m). Continue in 
the same direction, veering R then L in two consecutive forks in the village, to a dirt 
road that soon swings L and ascends a valley to PP6201. Turn R and follow PP6201 
to 3.5km VILLALLANO (probably of Roman origins). 
 Cross the village on PP6201 then follow it towards Aguilar, over the railway 
and motorway, past an industrial zone (R), across a branch of río Pisuerga, under 
N611, past s Andrés and the football field. Cross medieval puente de Portazgo with 
18C Puerta de Portazgo and you are at s Miguel. Round it on the R, cross a street 
into a narrow street, across Plaza s Lorenzo, L on Calle Pesquera then immediately 
R to 4km albergue. 
 



27.5km AGUILAR DE CAMPÓO (892m, 979)      
 < águilas = eagles + latin Campodium, 1255 May 14 Alfonso X el Sabio declares it Villa 

Realenga (royal town, till 1332) in the first fuero real of Castilla, 1252-1369 was one of the most 
populated region in Castilla with 262 localities, 1480 becomes property of Marqueses de Aguilar, 1517 
Oct 22-26+1522 Jul 30-31 here stayed German emperor Karl V, 1522 Sep 6 returned from the world-
journey with Magellan Juan Martín, one of 30 survivors who was born here; 12C muralla (by Pedro 
I el Cruel), 15C Casa del Cura (was dismantled, some windows & other parts in casa 
parroquial), 13-16C s Miguel (visigothic origins, 13C portada, M-S 11, 12, 17, Su 
12.45), 12C s Andrés (former convent, portada), 12-14C castillo (970m, fine view of 
town, free), Casa de los VII Linajes (gargoyles representing 7 sins), 12C ermita s 
Cecilia (mentioned 1041 as Sancta Cecilia...in Aguilar, capitals – one marvelous w/ 
warriors), P de los Villalobos-Solorzano, 15C monasterio de s Clara (pastelería), 
12-13C Monasterio de s María la Real (first mentioned in 1020 as a community of fratres et 
sorores, church consecrated 1222, capitals, claustro, M Románico, winter T-F 16-19, S-Su 
10.30-14+16.30-19.30, summer 10.30-14+16-20, €), sepulchro de Bernardo del 
Carpio 

 albergue Nido de Águilas (50b, €14-16), c. Antonio Rojo 2, 128 036, 
686/967 869, 11r, 11 showers, 8 wcs, washing machine, kitchen, B, D, pets, all year. 
Monasterio s Clara (5r), 677/881 425, kitchen. Hs Siglo XX (), pl España 11, 122 900, 126 040. 
Posada s María la Real (22r, BB €80), Monasterio s María la Real, heating, D, safe, garden, pr. 

 supermercado.  
 

 Here you join Camino Olvidado or Camino de la Montaña from Bilbao to 
Villafranca del Bierzo, that is slowly being researched. 

From Plaza de España go W through 17C Puerta de la Cascajera, along 
Paseo Cascajera, through 14C Puerta de s Roque, turn R on Ave Ronda and 
immediately turn L to Paseo Monasterio (F), pass through 14C Puerta del Paseo 
Real and reach 1.3km Monasterio de s María Real. 
 Pass it (L) and veer R to a no-exit street past some houses. The street 
becomes a gravel track; cross a small bridge then P212, direction Embalse de 
Aguilar, veer R and start a rough but short climb in the direction of the lake. On top 
(1080m) go R to a detour that passes  mesón El Chili on a tarmac road flanked by 
pines. The road then runs along a clearing then through the pines again. 
 When the forest ends follow the road for about 500m and when it makes a L 
bend, go straight on a dirt/tarmac? road across fields towards the village you see 
ahead. Cross P212 for PP2121 and reach 4.3km CORVIO (?F, 940m;  12C Caorbio, 
13C Caorboyo with Sancta Iulianae, 13C s Juliana (gothic portada)). Follow the ascending 
street through the centre then at the last house turn L to a gravel? track that leads to 
8C necropolis de Santiuste (L), a ruined eremita then more tombs (R). 
 Continue on the main dirt road, straight in the intersections then L in a T 
intersection towards QUINTANILLA DE CORVIO. Before you reach it, however, turn 
R to a dirt road and keep straight/L in the intersections to reach 5.1km 
MATAMORISCA (F, 1075m;  romanesque s Juan Bautista (corbels, romanesque pila 
bautismal, 15C frescoes)).  
 When you reach P212, cross it, ascend to the main part of the village and turn 
R at the end in a T crossroad (Calle Real). After it is joined by a street from the L, a 
dirt track turns L off and meets another street below. Turn L here and follow a 
dirt/gravel track above and parallel to P212. Cross PP2136 for a gravel road and 
keep parallel to P212. Join the former main road then continue on a gravel road. It 
peters out in some field but you can continue on a dirt/grassy track then a path. If 
there is nothing, go to P212 and walk along it.  



 When P212 makes a R bend, in sight of some trees ahead, there is a gravel 
track again on the L that leads to the old main road, now P213. Turn L on it for 100m 
to reach a gravel road that branches off R. Follow it across fields and to P212 in Las 
Salinas. Turn L to reach the first crossroad, turn L to a narrow street behind  (Calle 
Renal) and emerge on a big plaza with 16C s Pelayo and F in 6.4km SALINAS DE 
PISUERGA (F, 1065m;  supermercado ;  HR Centro de Turismo Rural El Molino (15r, 
d €60, 979/120 130, 629/810 094, old water mill, B 4, D 25, garden, pets, pr)).  

Turn L after iglesia (L before the bridge is El Molino), cross 16C puente with 9 
arches (and fabulously illuminated at night) across río Pisuerga and turn R after it to a 
gravel road along the river, senda de los pescadores. Pass under a railway into 
3.5km BARCENILLA DEL PISUERGA (1055m;  16C igl. de Asunción (romanesque 
details & hexagonal pila bautismal)). 

Keep on the R road through the village then on PP2128 to 1.2km 
QUINTANALUENGOS (F, 1060m;  1345 la eglesia de Santa María en Quintana Ferrando, 
ermita, gothic s Lorenzo (curious hexagonal pila bautismal), monumental baroque P del los 
Velasco;  TR La Aceña (6r, €35, c. Real, 979/870 264, 628/134 154, stone casona, heating, B 3, D 
10, garden, s/d €35/45)). Pass s Lorenzo (L) then a small recreational zone (F) then turn 
L in an intersection. Turn L in a T intersection and parallel the river, veering twice R 
then walk on the riverbank then across fields to the river again. D: cross río Pisuerga 
into 3.1km LIGUERZANA (1075m;  gothic s Andrés;  TR Casa Mediavilla (€29, c. 
Cortijo, 979/877 636, heating, B 3.50, D 10, s/d/t €29/38-76/47)). 

Turn L before the river and follow it into 2.6km VADO (1095m;  s Sebastián). 
Make your way through the village to follow the road towards Cervera. After about 
200m turn R and cross río Rivera then turn L along its bank. Cross the river on the 
next footbridge then at the third go back to the other bank and the wonderfully ruined 
ermita rupestre s Vicente and 8-9C necropolis with anthropomorhic tombs. From 
ermita follow a dirt track away from the river into Cervera. Enter the town, veering R 
on Calle Libertad, cross a plaza with 17C ermita de la Cruz, join Calle Barrio y Mier, 
turn L at the end on another plaza then turn R to reach s María in 2.2km Cervera de 
Pisuerga. 12.3km from Salinas. 

For albergue juvenil leave the town to the N (Calle s Roque) across río 
Pisuerga. Veer L on PP2107, signposted Arbejal, and follow it towards the village 
until albergue (it might be possible to turn/veer L to a gravel? road towards the river 
after leaving the urbanised area and which ends at albergue). Arbejal () is actually 
situated on Camino Real that connected Pisuerga with the N, and was the property of the Hospitalers.  

 
27.3km+1.5km CERVERA DE PISUERGA (1000m, 979)    @  
 16C bolera municipal (building for ball games), end-15C Casa-P de 

Gituérrez de Mier, 16C gothic s María del Castillo (museo, 1495 Juan de Flandes' 
retablo Adoración de los Reyes, Jun-Oct F-Su, Jul-Sep 11-13.30+17-20), ruined 
castillo, M Etnográfico (Easter-Jun+Sep S-Su, Jul-Sep 14 T-Su 11-14+17-20) 

 +1.5km albergue juvenil Arbejal (54b, BB €19), Arbejal, 870 174, heating, 
washing machine, microwaves, @, garden, pool, all year 7h-23h30. Hs Pineda (25b, 
€25-30), paseo Valdesgares 1, 870 390, heating, B 3, D 12, s/d/t €25-30/35-40/50-
60, all year. Hs El Resbalón (22r, €19-45), pl Lafuente 2, 870 612, 660/707 515, 
heating, B 4, sh/pr s/d €19-45/35-45, all year. HsR La Galería (7r, €25-30), pl Mayor 
16, 870 234, 659/996 668, heating, sh s/d €25-30/36-48. CR Casa Goyetes (10r, 
€29), c. Valle 4, 870 568, heating, B 4, s/d €29/43, all year. TR Molino de Valdesgares 
(5r, BB d €65-80), paseo Valdesgares 36, 871 029, 615/142 731, old water mill, buffet B, D 15, 
garden,  garage, d/t BB €65-80/80-105, Feb-Dec. 

 



 Retrace your steps back to 2.2km VADO (1095m). Here turn R, S, to gravel 
Camino de Estación that ascends a valley, veering R in a fork at the end of the fields. 
Turn R before the railway then turn L on CL624 across it into 2.6km EL CORTIJO 
(1050m). Follow CL624 until a fork where you veer L towards Herrera de Pisuerga, 
P227. Pass the next fork then turn R on a dirt track that gently ascends then 
descends, turn R in an intersection to reach 2.8km DEHESA DE MONTEJO (F, 
1090m; ;  s Pelayo). 

Cross the plaza (F) to head straight across the village and leave it on a gravel 
road. Veer L in a fork but before crossing CL626 turn L and follow a gravel road 
parallel to it. When the road turns R to CL626 (after a board warning for passing 
deer), cross CL626 and continue on the gravel road that bends R and reaches the 
railway. Turn L before it and follow the road back towards CL626, parallel to it then 
into 4km CANTORAL DE LA PEÑA (1110m;  17C s Ana (beautiful 12-13C pila bautismal 
w/ reliefs)). 

Turn R in the main street of the village then turn L at the last houses, to a dir 
road across fields between CL626 and the railway, then cross CL7276 into 1.8km 
CUBILLO DE CASTREJON (1095m). Turn R at the last street of the village then turn 
L on CL626. 200m later turn R to a gravel road then a dirt track, cross the railway 
and head straight to a T intersection. Turn L and follow this tarmac? road into 3.3km 
TRASPEÑA DE LA PEÑA (1150m;  15C igl. (portada, capitals), 15C cruz de término (on 
high pedestal, sculpted)). 

Follow the main street through the village then turn L in a crossroad, towards a 
low long hill. Round the hill then follow its side to a train station. Cross the railway 
into the centre of 2.5km CASTREJÓN DE LA PEÑA (1120m;  prehistoric & roman 
graveyards, first mentioned 1115, gothic s Eulalia (portada, capitals);  CRs El Uncar (d €65), ctra 
Magdalena 1, 609/812 148, 619/755 027, kitchen, garden.). Bavktrack on Calle Iglesia towards 
the railway but turn L in a fork, to a straight gravel? road across fields. Turn L in the 
proper crossroad and cross CL626 into 2.8km PISON DE CASTREJÓN (1157m;  
13C NS de Asunción (portada, corbels, pila bautismal)). 

Ask if there is a path across the hills to the W. At the start of the village turn L, 
turn R in the crossroad 10, later, then pass two streets branching R and turn R in the 
third. It becomes a dirt road across fields and when it peters out, continue on a 
grassy track/path to CL626. Turn L on it, cut its bend along the former main road and 
pass all the hilly area (sometimes it's possible to go on a grassy path/track parallel to 
CL626). When you come to a crossroad with two gravel roads, turn L to one of them. 
Cross the railway then veer L to 4.3km Tarilon, crossing CL626 again before it.  

 
26.3km TARILONTE DE LA PEÑA (F, 1100m, 979)  
 1070 In Tarilonte, in 14C Becerro de Behetrías is described as lugar solariego = ancestral 

place, s María (12C reliefs)  
 CR El Encinar (5r), 866 391, 666/846 866 Elena González Cosgaya, 9b, 

kitchen (stove, oven, microwave), patio, call for 1 night!, all year.  
 

 From the main plaza continue in the same direction, at the end turn R then 
immediately L and follow Camino Samas along a gravel road. When it ends, turn L to 
Camino Fuente, pass Fuente Grande (?F), then turn R on the first gravel road when 
it ends. Cross the railway at the crossing and turn L.  

 
D/A to +1.7km VILLAVERDE DE LA PEÑA (1050m, 979, 28km from 

Cervera): if you don't cross the railway and turn R at the railway station to 



PP2244, you will come to Villaverde. To continue, there is a gravel road to the 
N of CL626. Leave the village W, turn R in a T intersection then turn L 20m 
later to a gravel road at the foothills. In a T intersection turn L, turn R before 
CL626 then L in another T intersection. Cross CL626 and follow this gravel 
road to 4km Aviñante. 

 La Requejada Centro de TR (12b, BB), c. Ave Maria 10, 866 358, 
heating, laundry, B, D, @. Posada rural La Dirección (9r, d €51-62), CL626 
km.191, about 1km W of village, 866 381/378, B, D, pr. 
 
Veer R in a fork to a gravel road that runs W towards Aviñante. At the end join 

another gravel road and turn L in a T crossroad. Turn R into 4.2km AVIÑANTE DE LA 
PEÑA (1040m;  s Magdalena). 

At the main steret turn R, cross CL626 and the railway and turn L immediately 
afterwards to a gravel road more or less parallel and above the railway. When the 
road runs right beside the railway for 100m then turns R into a valley, turn L down a 
road into 3km SANTIBAÑEZ DE LA PEÑA (1084m;  M-F 10-14+17-20.30, S 9.30-
14+17-19  ;  Cantabric castro was S of village, Roman encampment, s Juan Bautista). 

 
D to monasterio (2km round): Follow a gravel track along the L side of 

the valley to puente medieval and monasterio s Román de Entrepeñas of 
which only the ruined torre still stands (mentioned 940 when its iglesia was repaired 
and in 995 when Almanzor took many prisoners from here). Above it stood castillo, the place 
is now known as Peñacastillo. 
 
Cross the village on the main road (old CL626) and veer L after the last house, 

to a dirt road with a tree (L). Pass under CL626 and turn R in an intersection, to a 
gravel road across fields to the other part of Santibañez. Cross P214 to continue in 
the same direction, join CL626 L across the railway then veer R after the stone wall 
to the centre of 2.1km LAS HERAS DE LA PEÑA (1100m;  baroque s Cristo, casas 
hidalgas). Cross the village to come back to CL626 and cross it for a gravel road a 
little to the L that also crosses the railway. Head L away from the railway towards 
some warehouses and turn R after them. Keep straight until the end of a hill on the R 
(about 300m before the railway station). Turn R, cross the railway, turn L in a T 
intersection then bear R to cross CL626 into 3.3km VILLANUEVA DE ARRIBA 
(1105m;  15-17C NS de Asunción (16C knight's tomb), ermita s Roque). 

Veer R at the first triple fork you come to, cross the village and continue on a 
gravel road across fields into 1.9km MUÑECA (1142m;  < = hill, promotory, toll tower, s 
Eulalia (16C pila bautismal), ermita s Agueda). Cross the village and keep in the same 
direction across fields. At the end turn L to CL626, turn R and walk to the old centre 
of 3.5km Guardo. 

 
18km GUARDO (1124m, 979)    
 < perhaps latin Bucca ad ardum = difficult passage, 10C Buardo & Boardo, 13C castillo de 

Guardo; 16+18C s Juan Bautista (beautiful romanesque sculpted pila bautismal 
possibly from monasterio s Román de Entrepeñas), baroque casa grande 

 P Garmar (18r, €10), ave Asturias 17, 850 960, centre, heating, B 2, D 7, 
s/d €10/19, all year. Hs Jay (), c. Arroyal 3, 850 194. HR Montaña Palentina (12r, d €50-56), ave 
Asturias 150, 851 520, heating, laundry, B 3, D 8, pr, all year 24h. H don Edmundo (8r), c. Iglesia 29, 
852 267, centre, pr. HR El Tramazal (15r), ctra Magdalena, 850 769, heating, pr.  
 



 From ayuntamiento go W on Ave Castilla y León, cross 1759-88 puente 
across río Carrión and in the crossroad veer (the second) L to straight Calle s Isidro. 
When you reach a street, follow the same street by veering R, cross the railway and 
turn L tp Calle Cerojal. Turn R on the first street (Calle Norte) then L at the end (Calle 
Magdalena). When you reach the next street, Camino Ermita, turn sharp R on it and 
ascend to CL626.  

Turn L on CL626 for 200, then veer R to a dirt road (sign for 60km speed in 
800m) that in about 50m turns L before a building/lake? and runs to 18C ermita s 
Cristo del Amparo which served as a hospice for travellers, with F and benches nearby. 
Pass ermita (R), cross a tarmac road and follow a dirt/grassy track that nears CL626 
then runs parallel to it for 200m, passes under electricity lines, cuts a bend of CL626 
then reaches it. From here on you are on CL626 (R) almost to La Espina. When the 
railway comes the nearest to the road, veer L to a gravel road across the railway 
(twice) into 7.4km LA ESPINA (1130m). 

Make your way back to CL626 and turn L on it. When you reach a meadow 
(L), there is a dirt track to the R of CL626, for a while. You pass a hill (L) and a dirt 
track joins from the R. Immediately after, turn L to a dirt road past a few high trees 
(R) and after them turn R to a dirt road parallel to CL626 that leads to 3.3km 
CEGOÑAL (1040m). 

There seems to be a dirt road/track parallel to CL626 to the N for a while but 
it's too poorly visible on googlemaps. Follow CL626 L into 3.3km Puente Almuhey.  

 
14km PUENTE ALMUHEY (975m, 987)    
 probably of Mozarabic origins (Puente-Al-Mohay), once important crossing point which had 

albergue para ayuda de los pobres, transeúntes y los que tengan necesidad, iglesia, molino and 
puente, 17C s Ignacio, puente, 13C ermita de Angustias (window w/ cruz de Malta, 
portada), piedra triangular (signifying the border of three jurisdictions, roundabout next to 
iglesia) 

 HR río Cea (14r, €35), ave Ferrero 55, 703 521, 639/170 694, heating, 
laundry, pets, pr s/d €35/50-55, all year. CS La Muria (6r), Travesía el Cine 6, 
648/060 298, heating, washing machine, kitchen. 

 supermercado.banks w/ ATMs. 
 
 Follow the valley of río Tuéjar = Valdetuéjar (< possibly tejo = yew which is 

plentiful here, it symbolises death, because it's poisonous, and immortality, because it's evergreen). 
Cross the whole town then at the end, right next to puente and ermita de 

Angustias (L), turn R to CV131-14, direction La Mata de Monteagudo. Cross the 
railway and 200m later turn R to a dirt road that soon makes a L bend and runs 
parallel to CV131. Pass the first houses of Taranilla, turn L on Camino Soto then 
straight on CV131 to 2km TARANILLA (990m; ;  igl. Santiago, ermita s Agueda;  
TR/CR Valle del Tuéjar (d €45-58, La Loma 42, 987/716 060, heating, D 10-15, pr d/t €45-58/54-66)). 

At the end of the village turn L to reach Camino Rompidos 100m further and 
turn R. It bears back to CV131, turn L into 2km SAN MARTÍN DE VALDETUEJAR 
( 12C s Martín (once may have had albergue for pilgrims, facade w/ reliefs, corbels, capitals)). 
 There might be a track on the other side of río Tuéjar, otherwise take the road 
to 1km RENEDO DE VALDETUEJAR ( P de los Prado (very powerful and influential family 
that had certain water sources reserved solely for their horses' thirst, later they were known in 
Americas)). Again ask about a track on the other side of the river, otherwise take the 
road to 3km EL OTERO DE VALDETUÉJAR () then only road further to the 2.4km 
15-18C santuario Virgen de la Valle / de la Velilla (1100m; < latin Vallulis, founded by s 
Guillermo, Santiago Matamoros statue, torre). A little furtner along a dirt track or CV131-14 



is 0.8km LA MATA DE MONTEAGUDO (1110m; ;  TR La Velilla (5r, d €65, 987/716 
100, 636/597 142, B, D, restau, d/t €65/80)). 

Leaving Virgen de la Velilla on the L, turn L in a T intersection to a dirt road. 
Keep on this road through an impressive oak forest, ignoring all turnings off. It 
ascends a valley, crosses a small collada de las Vallejas (1323m) then sticks to the 
L (S) slope of the mountain on the L. In a fork with a building (R) veer L. After a track 
branches L, the road turns R and rounds a ridge then slowly descends along a slope 
to CV105-14. Turn L on it and descend to the main 10.1km CL626 in the valley. 

Turn L on CL626, joining Ruta Vadiniense, to reach Cistierna. Once you 
reach the first houses on the L, turn L to one of the two parallel streets through the 
older town then continue on Calle Colegio Viejo to the old centre 3.3km of Cistierna.  

 
 23.8km CISTIERNA (945m, 987)   
  < possibly from thermal spring called Jagariz in Arab and a cistern nearby, 10C 
documented monasterio, 1122 built s María and next to it a hospital para pobres y míseros peregrinos; 
igl. Cristo Rey (16C retablo) 
  albergue s Guillermo (15b, €6), c. s Guillermo 18, 702 065, 696/071 378 
José Manuel, 6r. H Ibérico (17r, BB d €40), c. Eras 28, 700 624, 638/794 254, 65b, D 9, BB 
d/appart €40/50. P Okendo (), c. rivas, 700 080. HR Río Esla (d €60), c. Esteban Coral 5, 702 031, 
701 025, heating, minibar, pr. Hs Ibérico (), crta Eras 28, 700 624. HR Moderno (), ave Constitución 
97, 700 504, 701 138. Hs El Cruce (), ave Constitución 43, 700 041, D, pool. 
  lazos de s Guillermo sweets, queso de pata de mulo (mule foot cheese), 
trout soup, jijas (marinated pork w/ garlic & red pepper). 
 

A to Mansilla de las Mulas or Puente Villarente on waymarked Ruta Vadiniense then 
Ruta de los Monasterios (59km): 23km GRADEFES (F, ?albergue municipal) – 36km 
PUENTE VILLARENTE (albergue Delfin Verde (24b, €6-7), albergue s Pelayo (64b, 
€7, all year)) or MANSILLA DE LAS MULAS (albergue municipal (46bb, €4, all year)). 

  
A via Puente Mercadillo (8.2km to Yugueros): From the old centre ... go 

straight across a crossroad to N626 Calle José Antonio, direction León. At a 
sign for running children veer R to a tarmac lane (Calle Canal) that runs along 
some meadows (R), turns L and reaches the railway. Cross the railway then 
turn L in a T intersection before the river. Follow the river then join CV131-2 R 
to reach a modern crossroad near ermita Virgen de la Vega, that is the 
successor of a very ancient crossroad of routes. Here be cautious and turn 
towards the famous 2.9km Puente del Mercadillo (< mercados = markets held 
here). Cross it. 

On the other side turn L (R are the remains of the hospital) and follow a 
tarmac road. In a fork veer L to a dirt road CV130-6 that runs amidst pines and 
oaks, pass a place of an important former monastery, monasterio s Pedro de 
Foncollada, now in ruins (inscriptions, capitals, sarchopaguses) and at the end 
reach 5.3km YUGUEROS (F?, 1080m;  igl. (capitals, 16C retablo)). 

  
 From ayuntamiento follow Calle Padre Isla NW, cross the railway and 

soon reach a huge nogalón (nut-tree) in barrio de CHIMENEA. Turn R along the 
railway and the river on which bank were found Paleolithic remains then cross río Esla on 
puente de Yugueros. Immediately (?) turn L off road and follow the river to the 
railway bridge. Turn R before it to a dirt forest road/track that runs on the R (S) side 
of arroyo Yugueros, across a beautiful meadow campera de los pastores (F?) to 
the abandoned medieval village of San Vicente de Llera, still defined by its defensive 



remains, perhaps even of Roman origins. Here turn R to a dirt forest road along the open? 
slope that passes cementerio of Yugueros. Turn L on CL626 into 5.6km YUGUEROS 
(F?, 1080m;  igl. (capitals, 16C retablo)).  

Go W, cross the railway and reach CV130-6. After 50m of its course veer R to 
a minor road Camino de Oceja a Yugueros that crosses the railway again, ascends 
to a small col (1100m) then turns L (W) and runs on the N side of la Peña ridge to 
2.9km OCEJA DE VALDELLORMA (1100m). Turn R then L in the first crossroad to a 
minor road Camino de la Ercina a Oceja that leads to the administrative centre of 
1.3km LA ERCINA (1100m;  CR El Nogal (d €60, 987/712 093, 679/312 994, B, D)). 
 Turn L across the village and turn R to continue on CV130-3 towards 
Sobrepeña. Less then 1km later veer L to a dirt/gravel? road that runs along the little 
valley behind Peña ridge. Crossing a grove of pines you join a tarmac? road, then 
another. Somewhere you should veer L to a dirt road along the stream in the valley 
(or continue straigh and turn L the first gravel road then turn R on a dirt road). It 
crosses that stream then descends along it into 7.2km LA DEVESA DE BOÑAR 
(1095m). 
 Turn R (N) in the crossroad in the middle of the village and ascend a dirt road 
to a T intersection. Turn L and follow this dirt road to CV130-12 where you turn R. 
Cross a stream to reach 2.8km LA LOSILLA (1080m;  Casa Hilario (4r, BB €56, travesia 
Real Cimera 1, 987/734 302, 660/470 623,  garage, s/d BB €56/76, min 2 nights!, all year, currently 
closed)). 
  

 D to San Adrián: But before going to La Losilla, it is recommended you 
make a detour to the ancient iglesia in San Adrián. Turn R at the stream and 
follow the road to the spa of 0.8km SAN ADRIÁN DE BOÑAR ( s Adrián (of 
the former monasterio de s Adrián y s Natalia founded by Conde Guisvado y Leuvina, iglesia 
consecrated 920, here held council in 929, 10C founding inscription, corbels, portada), hot 
spring, castillo). 

 
 Cross the village then follow a dirt/gravel road (Calle Eras) to the R and 
parallel to the railway to CL626 in 2km LA VEGA DE BOÑAR (1075m;  s Julián y s 
Basilisa (1305 document speaks of the extemption form tolls for 'homes e mugeres pobres e a los 
romeros que vienen y llegan' = poor men and women and pilgrims who come and go)). Cross 
CL626 for camino de los rocines past 16C ermita s Roque to CV3141 and join this 
road into 1.4km Boñar.  
 Albergue is N along LE331 for 1.5km, the last (big white) house on the L. 

 
23.2km/25.8km+1.5km BOÑAR (1075m, 987)  
 < balneare = to bath, 924 first mentioned, 11C Boniare, Buennar, Boniar, in 13C Alfonso X 

reconstructed bridge and pilgrim hospital; igl. (Maragato striking the bell), Milenario Negrillón 
(huge dry elm tree), casa in calle Corredera w/ concha on facade, 13C? puente, 
ruined 8-11C castillo 

 +1.5km albergue Pardomino (), ave Asturias 13, 741 581, former hospital. 
CR El Negrillón (€20), pl Negrillón 12, 735 164, 639/104 366, 2 houses, heating, 
kitchen, incl. linen, pr. CR Las Caldas de Boñar (d €55), c. Mateo 6, 696/700 959. Hs Nisil (), c. 
Herminio Rodríguez 3, 735 210.  

 
 Go N from the centre, along LE331, then turn R to CV104-17, direction 

Barrio de las Ollas. Cross río Porma and reach 2km BARRIO DE LAS OLLAS 
(1095m). At the end of the road turn R to zig-zag up a slope to a fork and veer L. In 
the next intersection keep straight then turn L in a T intersection. 50m later turn R 



and follow a gravel road to the end across the railway. Turn R afterwards to the old 
tarmac road that bends back to the new CL626.  

Turn R on it for 100m then turn L to a gravel road that leads to a T 
intersection. Turn R to another gravel road which in a while comes back to CL626. 
Turn L on it for 150m then turn R to CV104-10, direction Renedo de Curueño. Cross 
the railway and follow the road for about 1km. Turn L to a tarmac road that crosses 
the railway again and leads to 6.2km OTERO DE CURUEÑO (945m;  castillo de 
Alvarez Acevedo). 

Turn R on the main street and make a round with it, then contiune S out of the 
village on a gravel track, cross CL626, turn R in a T intersection and come back to 
CL626. Turn L, cross río Curueño and reach 1.6km La Vecilla's iglesia.  

For albergue follow CV130-3, Santa Colomba, just past the village (along the 
route), both hostales are further along CL626 near the train station. 33km from Cistierna. 

 
9.8km+0.5km LA VECILLA (F, 1012m, 987)    
 12C mentioned torreón, 1584 La Avecilla; 12-14C round torreón, 16C fortaleza 

Alvarez de Acevedo, ruins of castellón de Aviados 
 +0.5km albergue & camping s Catalina (100b, €9-20), Granja s Catalina, 

741 212, heating, washing machine, free hot showers, B 2, restau, pets only in tents, 
perhaps can accommodate horses, tent €6, p €2.10, HP €18, May-Oct. +1.2km HsR 
Las Hoces (), c. Estación 27, 741 233. +1.2km Fonda Orejas (), c. Estación 6, 741 
397.  

 commerce around train station, bread-van calls in the village.  around 
train station. 

 
 Pass iglesia (L) and follow CV130-3, direction Santa Colomba. Opposite 

albergue turn R to a gravel road, also marked with white-yellow PR signpost. Veer R 
in a fork then stick to this road towards 2.5km CAMPOHERMOSO (1070m).Turn L 
before? the bridge and before you reach CL626, turn L to a tarmac then gravel road 
that crosses the fields then ascends along a valley to the top of the ridge. Veer R in 
the only fork with two similar roads to stay on the ridge (1305m). The road is straight 
at first then turns L. Go straight across and intersection and keep on the ridge, 
veering R in a fork 500m later. The road bears R and descends, still along the ridge. 
After a narrower road joins from the L, turn R down, straight and steep through the 
forest. Make a R then a L bend to a little wide area. Veer L here, to a dirt track more 
or less straight across fields to a tarmac road at the beginning of Robles. Turn L on it 
into 9.3km ROBLES DE VALCUEVA (995m;  on CL626; 1752 Robles de el Concejo de 
Vega de Zervera). 

Follow that street, Calle Campo, L through the village (staying on this side of a 
stream), to LE311 and cross it to a tarmac/gravel road a little to the R, signposted 
ermita de Boínas. Follow the road past the lovely ermita de Boínas (romanesque 
Virgen), which is thought to be the only remaining building of the disappeared medieval village of 
Godinas, mentioned in 1161 as Godinas, ermita mentioned in 15C when the village was already 
abandoned, then to the start of a forest. 

Turn R before it to reach CL626. Turn L to the former main road parallel until it 
joins with CL626. After crossing the railway twice, turn R to a gravel road and follow 
the line of trees (L) straight, turn L in a T intersectoin, pass a forest then turn L after it 
to follow its other edge. Ignore a road branching R, your road makes a L swing then 
descends to CL626 at the start of 4.7km ROBLEDO DE FENAR (1038m; 1042 fuero). 



Turn R and pass a bus station (R). After the second bus station (L) veer L to a 
narrow street that later crosses a stream, passes iglesia and reaches CL626 in the 
0.8km SOLANA DE FENAR (1040m). Do not ascend to CL626 but turn L before it to 
pass between houses then S, Calle Canal. When you reach the railway turn R before 
it, to a dirt road that leads to 2.2km Candanedo. 29.3/23km from Boñar. 

Hs Valle is 1km along CL626 in the direction of La Robla. 
 
19.5km+1km CANDANEDO DE FENAR (1070m, 987)   
 remains of roman village; ermita del Cristo, caño de s Miguel 
 HsR El Valle (), ctra Candanedo-Matallana, 578 427, heating. 
 bar Dingo in centre in CL626 famous for patatas con congrio. 
 
 Cross CL626 and head straight on Calle Real then L on Calle Fueo, out of 

the village. Cross a tarmac road for a dirt track, cross a stream then ascens to a 
narrow tarmac road and turn L. Follow it to the main plaza in 3km RABANAL DE 
FENAR (1060m). Here turn R to Calle Rinconada and leave the village on a raised 
dirt? road that quickly becomes a track with trees, passes behing two houses (L) and 
reaches a narrow tarmac road. Turn R into 0.9km BRUGOS DE FENAR (1060m).  

Cross the main plaza for Calle Barrio which runs diagonally towards CL626. in 
a fork before it, however, turn R and the road becomes a track with trees, more or 
less parallel to CL626, finally ending on the main road. Join it R, soon you will meet a 
pedestrian walkway. Pass a roundabout, go under a bridge and veer R in a fork. 
Cross the railway on a footbridge, turn R at a street crossroad. In the next crossroad 
turn L to Calle Iglesia to the main Plaza Consitución in 4km La Robla, which is on 
Camino del Salvador linking León and Oviedo. 37.4/30km from Boñar, 26.4km from La 
Vellila. 

For albergue follow the next stage route by continuing on CL626, crossing the 
yellow bridge and turning R to polideportivo. 
 

7.9km+0.7km LA ROBLA (990m, 987)    
 < robla = contract or latin roborare = to reinforce (in the  context of medieval jurisdiction); 

14C ermita de Celada (romanesque Virgen), s Roque 
 +0.7km albergue de peregrinos (), parque la Huerga (polideportivo), 572 

430 police, 659/093 647 polideportivo, dr, wcs, kitchen, M-F 9h-13h+17h-22h, S-Su 
9h-13h+18h-21h. Hs Ordoñez de Celis (), c. Ramon y Cajal 5, 572 342. P Mundo (), c. Ordás 9 
bajo, 570 733. 10km N in POLA DE GORDON (,  on 2h, 20min, return €2.20) is HsR El 
Fontanan (52r, © €15), c. Constitucion 169, 588 458, heating, laundry, pr s/d/t €27-34/51-56/74-80, 
24h. 

 sello in TO inside ayuntamiento (pl Constitución). 
 

A to León on Camino del Salvador: 28km LEÓN (albergue Bendictinas (142bb, D, all 
year), albergue municipal (70bb, €4-13, all year), three summer albergues juveniles 
(250b, BB €20)). 

 
 Well, this final part was quite difficult to make. There are precious few useful 

information on the net, and the main, and new, roads and developments are not 
helping either. If in doubt at any time, stick to the main roads. 

From the main Plaza Constitución with ayuntamiento go NW along CL626, 
passing a big fountain (L). At a roundabout go L to cross N630 via a yellow bridge 
and continue straight on CL626, following Ruta El Fontañán. Cross río Bernesga 
and follow CL626 into 1.4km LLANOS DE ALBA (980m;  ermita s Lucía). Since I 



don't know the exact current situation, stick to CL626 to Sorribos because there are 
new developments on both sides of the road (but do ask if there is a better 
alternative!); the new CL626 also messed up pretty badly the tracks and gravel roads 
in the valley. Above Sorribos on the R tower the big ruins of medieval castillo. When the village 
comes in sight, take the old road on the L then veer L to cross 2.5km SORRIBOS DE 
ALBA (1030m) on the old CL626. 

After crossing a red pedestrian bridge on the other side of the village, veer L to 
a narrow tarmac road. Another joins it from the R, you pass a big rectangular square 
(R) and reach a wide track before the first trees. Turn R on it, pass under the new 
CL626 after a while and join the old CL626. Immediately veer L into 2.8km OLLEROS 
DE ALBA (1100m,  ermita de Entresierra). 

Follow the main (and only) street of the village and turn L either on Camino 
Reguera and veer R on Camino Pando, or on Camino Traguazo to reach the old 
CL626. Turn L on the road, veer R on the old abandoned part before reaching the 
new CL626. Afterwards join the new CL626 T and follow it to a wide parking space 
(L). Cross this and take a tarmac/gravel road that descends. In a fork turn L (straight 
is 0.5km SANTIAGO DE LAS VILLAS), turn R in a T intersection, then L in another, 
and reach 4.9km CARROCERA (752m). 

In the main plaza turn R then L 20m later, to Calle Vega. Cross some fields 
then a tarmac road and continue on a grassy track at the foot of the hill (R). At one 
point it makes a L then R turn then later becomes flanked with trees. When you reach 
a tarmac road, turn L then R on the main street in 2.7km Otero.  

 
14km+0.3km OTERO DE LAS DUEÑAS (F, 1010m, 987)   
 founded in 9C, 1030-35 in locum pridictum in uilla que uocidant Autero; 13C 

monasterio de s María (founded 1240 by doña María Núñez de Guzmán, a relative 
of the king, keeps one of the most important archives in León), 1903-14 s María 
Magdalena 

 Castillo de Piedrasecha (21b, €25), ave Desfiladero 2, 581 437, 630/079 
737, heating, garden, pool, call in advance!, +iva, without/with spa €25/42. HR s Lucía 
(47b, d €60), CL626 km.806, Los Avezales industrial zone, 581 437, 630/079 737, heating, B, D, , 
pr. 

 
 Don't go to the centre but turn L about 100m of the main street, to a street 

between houses that becomes a gravel road and passes below CL623. On the other 
side it parallels CL623 for 70m then veers L and follows a stream. Cross another 
stream to follow a dirt track, turn R before the motorway to reach a gravel road and 
turn L to pass under the motorway. Turn R on a tarmac road to a 2.9km small 
industrial zone. Straight is Hs Crucero in La Magdalena. To continue, backtrack. 
17.8km from La Robla. 

 
2.9km+0.9km LA MAGDALENA (1000m, 987)    
 HsR El Crucero (12r, €15), ctra León-Caboalles 36, 581 024, B 2.50, D 10, 

s/d €15-20.  
 panadería.  
 
 Turn L (or R, if coming from the village) in the industrial zone, to a tarmac 

road along the river to another industrial zone. In about 200m turn L, cross río de 
Luna and cross the fileds to LE493. Turn L into Canales. 18.8km from La Robla. 

 



1.9km CANALES (900m, 987)  
 CR La Rasa (8b, €24), c. Florentino Diez 23, 806 180, D 9 when available, 

call for 1 night!, s/d €24/32. 
 
 In the main crossroad, just after the bus station, turn L to Calle Somaia. 

200m later turn R to Calle Matarredondo, veer L in a fork 200m afterwards, cross 
another street, and continue on a gravel then dirt road. When you near LE491, you 
also reach a dirt/gravel road. Turn R to reach LE493 and turn L on it, till you reach 
the turn-off for Quintanilla. Veer R into 3.5km QUINTANILLA (1030m). 

Turn R in the main plaza zo ascens a street. Veer L in a fork and walk at the 
lower slope through scrubland, towards the village you see ahead – this is 1.5km 
BOBIA (1080m). Turn L on the street and leave the village on its access road, back 
towards LE493. Turn R once you reach it and pass a quarry (R). At the end of the 
quarry turn L to a gravel road that slightly ascends then climbs in a few bends 
through the forest. In a T intersection turn R and descens another gravel road, back 
to LE493. But this time cross it and continue on a grassy/dirt track parallel to it. When 
you reach LE493 again, follow it for 200m, past a good portion of a quarry (L), then 
veer L at a sign for 50 into 3.7km SOTO Y AMIO (1064m). 

In a small plaza turn L, then 50m later turn R and leave the houses behind. 
The street bends L and becomes a dirt traclk, crosses a stream then ascends. In a T 
intersection turn R and go back to LE493. Turn L along it, pass another quarry (L) 
then in a crossroad turn L towards Villaceid. When the road starts ascending, after 
about 300m, turn R to a gravel road that eventually leads back to LE493. Turn L, 
pass a small forest (R) and turn L to a gravel/dirt road before crossing río Oterico. 
Parallel LE493, cross río Oterico then veer L into 3.7km OTERICO (1040m; above on 
Monte Utilidad is Celtic castro). 

Cross the main steret and ascend to meet a dirt road. Follow it R, turn L before 
a house to reach a fork before a small forest. Veer R along the forest, past another 
house (L) then parallel LE493 on a grassy track. Pass above houses (R) to reach a 
tarmac road. Turn R then turn L on LE493 to reach 2.3km RIELLO (1050m; w/ 
ATM), where starts the Omaña (< roman homus manium = ;  CR La Panera del Conde (4b, €20, c. 
dos de Mayo 3, 987/261 060, 652/818 073, washing machine, kitchen, pets, garden), CR El Trillo 
(909/292 682)). 

In the crossroad at iglesia go straight, direction LE493 Villablino, pass a bus 
station (R) and veer R to the upper road to the R of trees. Pass a pink house (R) and 
veer L to stay in LE493. Cross a stream then 100m later veer R to a dirt track that 
makes a bend and returns to LE493. Cross the road for a dirt then gravel road that 
runs through a forest above LE493. After an open section you come to 3km 
Pandorado at the start of El Valle Gordo. 32/35.4km from La Robla. 

 
17.7km PANDORADO (1050m)   
 12C santuario 
 CR Resthy (), ctra Caboalles km.48, 987/580 722, 3 CR, restau closed M-T. HR 

Pandorado (14b, €70-75), ctra LE493 km.47.50, 581 806, heating, laundry, pool, pr s/d €70-75/90-
110, all year. Cabañas y Veredas (CR €100), c. Camino Real, 222 737, 689/147 639, 4 CR, heating, 
washing machine, kitchen, pets.). 

 
 You can follow LE493 to El Castillo or, and for this ask first!, turn L to 

CV128-27 for 500m then, in a L turn, veer R to a dirt track that reaches río Omañas. 
Follow the river all the way to 5km EL CASTILLO (1070m; ;  ruined 15C castillo de 
Benal;  CR El Corral de Sandalio (8b, €27, 987/846 084, 610/868 810, heating, washing machine, 



kitchen, pets, garden)). Ask if there is a path/track along the river, otherwise follow 
LE493 to 1.5km VEGARIENZA (1075m; ). 

Again ask about a path/track along the river or along the slopes on the S side 
of the river, otherwise follow LE493 then CV128-2 to CIRUJALES (1105m), 
VILLAVERDE (1135m) and 6km MARZÁN (1150m;  wooden el crucero de Marzán 
(marks a crossroad of ancient routes, ermita s Ana)). Continue on CV128-2 and cross a more 
prominent valley. About 500m later veer L to a dirt/tarmac track, go straight in an 
intersection, cross a stream, and turn R on a tarmac road into 5km BARRIO DE LA 
PUENTE (F, 1205m;  roman puente, hornos de pan, capilla s Cristo). 

Cross the stream and turn L on Calle Charcón. Cross the second part of the 
village then continue along the stream, crossing it again. The track veers away from 
it then turn R in a T intersection. 300m later turn L in an intersection and reach 
TORRECILLO (1240m). Turn R on any of the three streets then L towards the 
stream. Cross the stream into POSADA DE OMAÑA (1242m). There is CV128-2 to 
1.5km VEGAPUJÍN (1284m;  famous horreo la Fragua). Veer L from the main road to 
the old road along the bottom of the valley, into 2km FASGAR (1350m;  probably 
founded in 15C or 16C, popular architecture, ermita w/ four puentes, igl., ermita de pueblo, ermita 
de Campo) that lays at the end of El Valle Gordo.  

Leave along Camino Piornalín and climb a steep track to La Purida where the 
track levels out then slightly descends to a fork. Veer L (R is Valle Urdiales with Tambarón) 
and continuously ascend along the slope of Ocidiello, passing Las Fuentes (F), to 
the top (1600m) where a fine view towards Campo opens. A fast descent ends right 
at the foot of 5km/2h ermita de Santiago Matamoros (1500m) in Campo de Martín 
Moro, which is the birthplace of río Boeza, and with a spring (F) nearby.  

Go L and follow a dirt track/path S downwards along the L side of the valley of 
río Boeza, crossing the river twice, at Pontón del Salgueirón and Pontón de Las 
Palombas. Before the first bridge is fuente de Oscar (F), in whose vicinity are the ruins of 
a pilgrim hospital at El Corral de las Yeguas, once called Villa Armenia, and before another 
valley joins from the R, is fuente s Juliano (F). A little further is 8km/2h Colinas del 
Campo which you reach through a lovely stone gate. Although there are only CRs, it is 
recommended to do a stop here. 10km? from Fasgar, 26/34?km from Pandorado. 

 
26/34?km COLINAS DEL CAMPO DE MARTÍN MORO (1080m)  
 mentioned privilegees by Alfonso IX de León 
 CR La Corte (9b, 987/519 759, 677/256 950), CRs La Gortina & La Trallera (2-3b, €45, 693 

254, 676/415 797)).  
 

 There seems to be a dirt/gravel road descending along the R side of the 
valley, or at first follow CV127-3 then after about 1km veer R to Camino Urdiales 
which after a while crosses río Boeza, then cross río Urdiales in Las Puentes and 
continue on the R side of the river on the old route to Igueña. When the valley 
broadens and you see Igueña, descend L towards the bottom, turn R on Calle 
Catoute (the first tarmac road) on this side of the river, and reach 7.2km Igueña. 
33.2/41.2?km from Pandorado. 

 
7.2km IGUEÑA (F, 919m, 987)   
 in 1118 a property in Igona or Igüeña was given to monasterio s Leocadia near Quintana 

de Fuseros 
 HsR Miralrio (), 519 675. 
 



 From the centre of the village ascend W on the only street. Continue on 
paths until you reach a track, turn L on it and ascend to an intersection. Go straight 
on a track that follows the R slope of a valley ahead, to a T intersection. Turn R, 
make a L turn and ascens through new and old forest to the top of the ridge 
(1200m). Veer L in a fork around a little summit (R), cross a straight wide 
clearing/road and descend in two bends to an intersection. Veer R down a slope and 
join another dirt road which soon swings R and levels out. Cross a small valley then 
descend to a T intersection on a ridge. Turn L and 100m later the dirt road descends 
R from the ridge. 100m later, just before a L bend, turn sharply R to a path that gently 
descend to a tiny valley. In an intersection at a tree turn L and descend the R slope 
of the valley then ascend up the slope to cross a gentle ridge then descend to a 
sports complex. Cross a stream and ascend to 9km QUINTANA DE FUSEROS (F, 
950m; ;  quintana were called places near Roman military camps, in this case Legio V's at 
Interamnium Flavium with a defensive tower in Toral, destroyed in 457, first mentioned in 10C but 
probably inhabited by griegos sometime between 5C and 10C, who were looking and exploiting the 
gold deposits in the area, attested by numerous names with yera, lera, era < griego iénai, in 988 
monasterio s Leocadia was given some property in Fuseros, destroyed by Almanzor in 997 then 
rebuilt by Templars who in 1178 received solar arrasado de Interamnium = a destroyed ancient place 
of Quintana, only in 14C name Quintana de Fuseros became predominant, s Pedro, N of the village 
are remains of monasterio s Leocadia, ermita del Cristo;  CR El Caruzal (5r, c. Fondevilla, 
616/956 626, kitchen, all year)). 

Ask if there is a path/track to Cabanillas passsing ermita s Cristo, otherwise 
follow CV127-6 to 2.8km CABANILLAS DE SAN JUSTO (860m;  igl. (in portico stored 
an inscription stone of founding of roman Quintana/Interamnium: LEG c RV IC = legionis romanae 
quintae prima castra = first camp of Legio V)). Turn sharp L before the first houses, to a 
descending street, then turn R 50m later,  before a low building. Turn L again on the 
next street and veer R before the central plaza then turn R on a street before houses, 
Calle Iglesia. This is the old main road. It crosses CV127-6, passes s Roque then 
you have to turn R on CV127-6 to reach the main plaza in 1.5km SAN JUSTO DE 
CABANILLAS (F, 850m;  10C igl. (in portico roman milestone);  CRs La Ruda & La Jara 
Blanca (2-8b+2-3b, c. Castro + c. Rabanal 1, 654/120 867, kitchen, garden)). 

From the main plaza (the second one, without a F), turn L to Calle Iglesia and 
leave the village. The tarmac? road gently descends to cross a stream (802m) then 
ascends a forested slope ahead. After a R bend there is a bigger L one. Here, turn R 
to a dirt road that ascends further through the forest until a T intersection. Turn R 
then swing R to pass under a querry? (900m). After about 300m cross a cleared part 
and swing L to an intersection. Go straight on a tarmac? road through scarce forest 
and turn R in a T intersection. 50m later turn L to a narrower tarmac? road that 
ascends to a gravel road. Turn R and follow this wide gravel road more or less level, 
then down after a ridge, to meet the 7km road that ascends L to 0.9km Labaniego. 

 
20.3km+0.9km LABANIEGO (800m)  
 CR El Sardón I y II (2-6b, €15), c. s Fructuoso, 679/979 021, call in 

advance!. CR Dora (4b, €19), c. Cristo, 512 756, 605/959 612, heating, washing machine, kitchen, 
garden, all year. 

 
 If only passing by, continue straight and cross río Noceda (705m) to join 

CV127-7 into 1.1km ARLANZA (705m;  CR La Escrita (2-3b, €40, c. Potro, 619/644 632, 
heating, kitchen, garden), CR Los Madroños (5b, c. Era, 679/901 319, heating, washing machine, 
kitchen)). Veer R in the village to a local road to 2.3km Losada. 

 
3.4km LOSADA (745m, 987)  



 ermita 
 Hs Las Eras (10b, €25), c. Era 1, 511 988, 600/288 099, heating, D, 

horses, pool, pr s/d €25/35.  
 
 In the second crossroad/plaza turn L, straight S, to a wide tarmac/gravel 

road past a ?sports complex (L). Keep on it S, ascend a bit and soon you are in 3km 
RODANILLO (708m). Bend with the same street (Calle No 1) to the L and leave to 
village. Cross LE114 for a descending gravel road. Go L in two consecutive forks 
then veer R in the third one 20m further. 500m later veer L in a fork then keep 
straight on this road until a T intersection close to Cobrana. Turn L and in about 
800m you are in 5.4km COBRANA (740m).  

Make your way to the main road and turn L on CV159-3. When it makes a L 
bend at two houses, go straight on a dirt road that soon becomes a track. In a R 
bend, go straight on a path that ends on a track 150m later. Turn L to a fork and walk 
to CV159-3 (if you see a path cutting R towards a stream, follow it and reach the 
main road further along). Turn R on CV159-3 and follow it 3.4km Congosto, which is on 
the route of one of the historical routes from León to El Bierzo, the so-called La Ruta de Bembibre o 
del Boeza, itself based on a Roman road between Astorga (Asturica) and San Román de Bembibre 
(Bergidum), which is to the W of Congosto. H Peña is in the forest 800m to the R of the 
village.  

 
11.8km CONGOSTO (690m, 987)  
 Vivienda Vacacional Alejandro y Alba (4r, €15-20), ave Posada del Río, 

607/516 414, S of village, heating, washing machine, frigo, garden, s/d €15-20/30-40, 
all year. CR Álvaro de Mendaña (10b, €20), c. Era 7, 404 963, 657/036 817, 
heating, washing machine, kitchen, garden. +0.8km HR La Peña (41r, €33-40), c. la 
Peña, 467 020, heating, B 4, pool, pr s/d 33-40/-50-60.  
 

A to Villafranca del Bierzo on Camino Olvidado to Camponaraya then Camino 
Francés: 13km CUBILLOS DEL SIL – 12km CAMPONARAYA – 5.5km//28.5km 
CACABELOS (albergue municipal (70b, €6, Jun-Sep), albergue invierno (14b)) – 
7.5km/11km VILLAFRANCA DEL BIERZO (albergue municipal (62b, €6, Easter-mid 
Nov), albergue Jesús Jato (50b, €6, all year), albergue Piedra (28bb, €8, Mar-Nov)). 
 
 This is the description to Ponferrada. Cross the long plaza and veer L at the 

end to Calle Cruz. Cross Avenida Virgen de la Peña and head straight on Calle 
Pozo. Once out of the village turn L to a tarmac road, S and parallel to the lake shore 
to the R. Follow it for a while then veer L in a fork, to pass a golf club (R). When it 
makes a L bend before a forest, turn R to a dirt road that immediately plunges into 
the forest (not a gravel road at its edge). Go straight across all intersections then turn 
R on a tarmac road.  

Follow it between some buildings and when it makes a L turn. Then veer L to a 
gravel track through a forest then leads to another tarmac road. Join it R for 150m 
then veer L to another gravel track (the second fork). Follow this track, always 
straight. When you leave the forest, turn R along its edge then cross a motorway. 
Once across, turn L to a gravel track parallel to it, and turn R in the first intersection 
about 200m later. A track branches R then veer L in a fork to stay on the gravel road. 
Turn R in a T intersection, to a tarmac road that passes under N-VI, crosses a road 
and gently descends to the main plaza in 11.3km SANTO TOMÁS DE LAS OLLAS 
(598m;  < alfareros = potters, first & only reference in 1311, formerly Entrambasaguas, beautiful 
10C mozarabic s Tomás de las Ollas (9 horsehoe arches, visigothic elements, 12C portada, curious 



corners, 11-sided dome, key at no. 7 opposite (doña Manuela), T-Su 10-14+16-20, free). The 
original pilgrim route to Ponferrada used to go by here.  

Turn L to Calle Medio, cross Ave Monteanares and go a little R to head on a 
gravel road to the R of a stone wall (Camino Barreras, this is now LE142?). Turn R 
on tarmac Camino Frailes, then L on wide Avenida Castillo. In a roundabout go 
straight to a slightly descending Calle Valle del Silencio (with trees), turn L at the end 
then turn R on Calle Nicolas Brujas. At the end of this one turn L, cross Avenida 
Castillo and head straight to 1.8km albergue in Ponferrada. 
 
 13.1km PONFERRADA (541m, 987)    @  

 = Iron Bridge (pons ferrata), after 1082 bridge reinforced w/ iron, built by Osmundo, bishop 
of Astorga; Castillo de los Templarios (finished 1282 by Templars, only used for 30 yrs, 
one of largest fortresses in NW Spain, Templar crosses carved in stones, T-S 10.30-14+17-
18, €3), basílica s María de la Encina (Templar origins), M del Bierzo (fine building, 
old prison, weaving tools & looms, 11-14+17-19, €2.50);  Sep 7 Virgen de la Encina   

 albergue parroquial s Nicolas de Flüe**˚ (180bb, D), c. la Loma, 413 381, 
12 hot showers, 8 wcs, drinking water, washing sink, washing & drying machine 3+2, 
heating, kitchen (stove, frigo), dining area, free @, , patio, has © 1, all year 14h30-
22h30. HsR La Encina (13r, €40-50), c. Co,endador 4, 409 632, heating, B from 7h30, pr s/d €40-
50/53-63, 24h. HsR Río Selmo (17r, €30), c. río Selmo 22, 402 665, pr s/d €60/40.   

 tiendas, panaderias, tabacos, zapatero. @ pl Tiermo.  
 
 
day stage km bed food ® visits 
       
1 Pamplona – Villanueva de Arakil 30.3km BB 21 15   
2 Villanueva – Unanu  20.3km b 58 20  via Lakuntza 

3 Unanu – ermita s Adrián 28km - 20   
4 ermita s Adrián – Olatz  23.4km BB 42 15  + fuente hierro 

5 Olatz – Salvatierra  19.8km b ?50 15  + dolmen 

6 Salvatierra – Villafranca/Estíbaliz 
Salvatierra – Arcaya  

17.6km 
22.5km 

D 
b ?6 

5 
20 

 
 

7 Estíbaliz – Vitoria-Gasteiz 
Arcaya – Vitoria-Gasteiz 

11km 
6.3km 

BB 19 15  
 

 Olatz – Algería-Dulantz 33.8km b 4 20   
 Algería – Vitoria-Gasteiz 19km BB 19 15   
8 Vitoria – La Puebla de Arganzón 22km D 20   
9 La Puebla – Espejo  26.9km BB 19 15  4, via Salinas 
10 Espejo – Barcina del Barco 29.9km b ?20 20   
11 Barcina – Trespaderne  25.2km b 26 20  1.50 
12 Trespaderne – Quintana Valdev. 24km b 18 20  direct 

13 Quintana – Pesquera de Ebro 23.3km b 42 20   
14 Pesquera – Orbaneja del Castillo 26.1km b 36 15   
15 Orbaneja – Polientes  19.5km b 40 20   
16 Polientes – Villanueva de la Nía 15.7km b 24 20   
17 Villanueva – Aguilar de Campoo 27.5km b 16 15  5 
18 Aguilar – Cervera de Pisuerga 28.8km BB 19 15   
19 Cervera – Villaverde de la Peña 28km BB ?50 15   
20 Villaverde – Guardo  18km b 10 20   
21 Guardo – Puente Almuhey 14km b 35 20   



 Villaverde – Puente Almuhey 32km b 35 20   
22 Puente Almuhey – Cistierna  23.8km b 6 20   
23 Cistierna – La Vesilla 35.1km b 10 20  + S Adrián 

24 La Vesilla – La Robla 27.5km b ?6 15   
25 La Robla – Pandorado 32km b 75 20   
26 Pandorado – Colinas del Campo 26/34?km b 45 15   
27 Colinas – Losada  30.7km b 25 20   
28 Losada – Ponferrada  24.9km D 15  5.50 
       
 
 


